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New physics in pure and semi tauonic B decays

(タ ウ粒子を伴 うB中間子崩壊における新物理)



Abstract

Recent experimental results on exclusive semi-tauonic B meson decays, B + p3)rr, show sizable

deviations from the standard model prediction, while the recent results on pure-tauonic decay B - rD,

reduce the deviation from the prediction. These results suggest a new physics in which the structure of

the relevant weak charged interaction may differ from that of the standard model. We study the pure-

and semi-tauonic B decays in a model-independent manner using the most general set of four-Fermi

interactions in order to clarify possible structures of the charged current in new physics. It turns out that

correlations among observables including tau and D* polarizations and q2 distributions in B + pG)7v

are useful to distinguish possible new physics operators. Further, we investigate some interesting models

to exhibit the advantage of our model-independent analysis. In addition, such model analysis puts

constraints on new physics model parameters from the combinations of B - rD and B + |3)rr. 6" u

result, we find that two Higgs doublet models without tree-level FCNC and the minimal supersymmetric

standard model with R-parity violation are unlikely to explain the present experimental data, while two

Higgs doublet models with FCNC and a leptoquark model are consistent with the data.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The study of nuclear B decays have established the structure of weak interactions for

quarks and leptons in the first generation[1]. Following suit with this study, the B factories

and LHCb experiments have investigated the counterpart in the second and third genera-

tions, and have reported a lot of their results on B meson decays. Since fermions in the

second and third generations have large masses, they are crucial keys to understand the

mechanism of Electroweak Symmetry Breaking (EWSB). In this respect, they are expected

to be relatively more sensitive to new physics unlike the first generation quarks and leptons.

The EWSB sector in a candidate of new physics beyond the standard model (SM) often

has a different structure from that of the SM. A well-known example is the two Higgs doublet

model (2HDM) of type II [2], which has the Higgs sector identical to that of the minimal

supersymmetric standard model (MSSM) [3] at the tree level. A pair of charged Higgs

bosons appears in this model, and its couplings to fermions are proportional to the involved

fermion masses and further enhanced if the ratio of vacuum expectation values, tanB, is

large.

Among the B meson decays, B ---+ rD and B --+ DG)r, contain both the heavy quark (b)

and lepton (r) in the third generation. Therefore these processes are relatively sensitive to

the effect of the charged Higgs bosons[4,5], while they are described as processes mediated

by a W boson in the SM as shown in Fig. 1. From the experimental point of view, these

decay processes are rather difficult to be identified because of two or more missing neutrinos

in the final states. At (super) B factories, however, reconstructing one of the B mesons in

the e+ e- --- T(4S) ---, BB reaction, one can compare properties of the remaining particles to

those expected for signal and background. This method allows us to identify and measure

the B meson decays including missing particles. The Belle and BABAR collaborations

reported their new results of. B -- rD and B ---' D@)rrz respectively in the last year [6, 7]

using the full data set, and nowadays these decays get bear watching processes due to their

remarkable results shown below.

The pure-tauonic B meson decay B ---+ rD involves the product of the B meson decay

constant /s and the magnitude of the Cabibbo-Kobayashi-Maskawa (CKM) matrix element

l%al i" the SM. Then if we use the value, 7": (LgL t9)MeV, determined by the lattice

QCD study[8], we obtain llz"6l from this process in the absence of new physics. Before the



FIG. 1: 14/ boson contribution to the decavs.

B -, rD (Belle[6]) B --+ ru (Aver-age) CKM fit

ILbl× 103 3.34■ O.69 4.21± 0.47    3.38二±0.15

' TABLE I: Determinations of lVu6l.

Belle result recently updated, there was some large discrepancy between the values of lv"ul

determined by B ---, rD and the unitarity triangle fit of CKM matrix. This situation seemed

to suggest a existence of sizable new physics effect in this process. However, the latest resuit

reported by the Belle collaborations [6] turns out to be consistent with the prediction in

the SN4 (the fit from CKM triangle). In Table I, we summarize the determinations of 17,,,61,

where the average value is obtained by the combination of Belle [6] and BABAR [9] results.

The exclusive/inclusive semileptonic decays B ---+ r!,u I B --+ Xu!, are also used to determine

lV"al. However, there is also discrepancy among the values of lWul determined from B ---+ nl,
and B '-+ Xul, beyond the uncertainties that come from hadronic amplitudes [10]. In this

thesis, we focus on the deviation between the values from the decay B --+ rD and the indirect

determination by use of the unitarity triangle of CKM matrix.

The semi-tauonic B meson decays B -, D!)rru involve the CKM matrix element 1I/"61

and the B -, DG) transitions which are well-described by the Heavy quark effective theory

(HQET) [11]. The determination otlV"Tl is made by using the semileptonic decays B ---
DG)(r, where / denotes light leptons e or p. The values determined by these decays are

not inconsistent with each other and the determination by inclusive decay [10]. Thus,

B -- DG)tu are supposed to be less sensitive to the EWSB sector and assumed to be

described by the SM in this thesis. For a precise measur-ement and prediction of B --- DG)rr,

it is useful to take the ratio of branching fraction to these light-leptonic decay modes. The



BABAR[7] Average Prediction (SM)

0.44:± 0.070.42± 0.06  0.305± 0.012

.33:± 0.030.34■ O.03  0.252■ 0.004

TABLE II: Measurements and predictions of rR(O(.);

ratios of the branching fractions are defined by

R(D(*))≡
B(B'- DG)r-D,)
B(B ---+ DG)(-rr)'

and their experimental and predicted values are summarized in Table II, where the avqrage

values are obtained by the combination of BABAR [7] and Belle [12-14] assuming the gaus-

sian distribution. (For detail, see in appendix A.) As seen in Table II, the SM is disfavored

at 3.5o and then these results suggest an existence of sizable new physics effects. As shown

in Ref.[7], however, one finds that these excesses cannot be explained by a charged Higgs

boson in the 2HDM of type II at the same time. It is naively expected that the situation

on both the results of. B --+- DG)r, and B ---+ rD is not suitable for the 2HDM because the

result of B --- rZ is consistent with the prediction in SM as explained above.

Comparing the pure- and semi- tauonic B decays, the latter provides a wide variety of

observables besides the branching fraction. Hence, the semi-tauonic processes will allow us

to investigate the structure of the relevant charged current interaction at a future B factory.

There are many previous studies on such observables [15-29]. Among them we have been

investigating the utility for the tau and D* polarization and shown these quantities are useful

to identify the structure of the interaction in these decays [27, 29]. This thesis is mainly

based on our these studies.

In addition, we point out that combining the results of B ---' rD and B --- DG)rrz allow

us to constrain some classes of new physics models, since these processes often correlate to

each other in some new physics models. The 2HDM is a typical example. The suppressed

and sizable new physics evidences in pure- and semi- tauonic processes implied by the recent

studies are expected to give strong constraints on some of new physics models. Therefore

it is useful to take pure- and semi- tauonic decays into account for the sake of new physics

effect in the charged current processes.



The rest of this thesis is organized as follows: In Sec. II, we present the most general

effective Lagrangian of b ---+ qrD and the resultant amplitudes of B -- rD and B ---+ pG)7r.

Experimental constraints are given in Sec. III. We discuss the utilities of the other quantities

in the search for new physics in Sec. IV and show the illustration for distinguishing the type

of new physics interactions in Sec. V. We analyze 2HDMs, MSSM with B-parity violation

and a leptoquark model in Sec. VI. Section VII is devoted to our conclusions.



II. MODEL INDEPENDENT FORMALISM

A. Effective Lagrangian for b -+ qrD

The bottom quark decay including the tau-lepton, b --+ qrD, is described by the four-

Fermi interaction of charged left-handed currents in the SM. Other four-Fermi operators

might be induced in the presence of new physics. The effective Lagrangian that contains all

conceivable four-Fermi operators is written as

£er=-2ντGF%b((1+θ仇)οl+θLο亀十C31031+C32°32+θtt°魯),

where the four― Ferlni operators are deined by

0)

0仇

0亀

ο31

0L

Oネ

孔γ
μbL■%(吟 )L,

強γ
μbR■%(吟 )L,

牝bR 7R(吟 )五 ,

強 bL 7R(吟 )L,

σhσ
μン

b五 7Rσレン(77~)五 ,

(0

(→

(り

“

)

(7)

and C力 (X=yl,2,■ ,2,T)denOtes the Wilson coefncient of Oi as the ratio of the SM

contribution.As for the tensor operator,we use the notation:σ μν=(づ /2)[γ
μ
,γ
ν

]・
In later

analysis,lⅣe also consider the case for the neutrino flavor violating new physics operators

b―)97z/2,where the neutrino navor is specined by`=θ ,μ.ヽVe take all catses of Z=c,

μ and τ into account in the contributions of new physics because the experilnent does not

identify the neutrino flavor. Since then,the neutrino lnixing does not afect the folloⅥ ″ing

argument provided that the Pontecorvo ⅣIaki―Nahgawa― Sakata matrix is unitary. Here lⅣe

assume that the light neutrinos are left― handed. The SⅣ l contribution is expressed by the

term of l in the right hand side of Eq。 (2).ヽ 石ヽe See that the tensor operator with the

opposite set of quark chiralities ttσ μνbR 7Rσμν(吟 )L identically vanishes,by use ofthe Fierz

transformations,

ψα「づψb7'cFoψd=―
:ΣE F、、7αF′ψd7'cF′ψb,

′

(8)
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B. Decay rate for B ---+ rD

The calculation of the two body decay is straightforward. For B ---+ TD, defining the B

meson decay constant as

(01雹γμγ
5blB)=ん

ノ ,

(9)

(10

we obtain the decay rate:

r(B -- rr) : *rTV,f f'u*"*? (t - #)' l, * rNpl2 , (11)

where the new physics contributions are summarized into rNp which is represented as

rNP=吼 ~吼 +7霧≒(鍔1-叱 )・ (1の

ure note that the tensOr operator(り 併does nOt COntribute to the t、 、「o body decay since the

hadronic part(010券 13)Cannot have anti_symmetric structure of momentum kinematically

As seen in Eq.(12),the type of new physics operator does not much attect the contribution

to the decay rate. The enhancellnent factor ηo3/(η Ob%屁7)~3 in the scalar type contribution

is rather small compared to the case for正 ち‐一〉μ+μ ~・ l Nevertheless,one flnds that i3-,7Z/

are the most sensitive to the scalar interactions among the decays related to b→ 9τz/due

tO the pseudo scalar llneson」 B and its two body decay.

C. Helicity amplitudes for D→ D(*)γラ

The helidty amplttude of B→ χτラ(ν =D,D*)iS Written as

ル
λЪλν =μ ttλ

M tt M鋳
'λ
M tt 

μ
億

'λ
M+μ

釘
'λ

ν
+M鉱 'λ

M+Mケ
'M, (13)

l ln ths cass the sc」 ar hteractbnお enhanced by the Lctor mL/(mbπμ)～ 60.For det読1,see Ref.Fq

10



、L「here λr is the helicity of the tau lepton,λν ==s indicates the amplitude Of」 9-→ Dτラ,and

λ″=± 1,O denotes the D*hdidty deined h the 3 rest iame.The alnメ itude″ξttλν

represents the SⅣ I contribution and other terms in the right― hand side stand for new pllysics

contributiOns cOrresponding to the operators in Eqs.(3)一 (7).The SM amplitude is given by

[30,311

μさ財λM=鴇‰Σηλ∬ふL貪},      (1→
λ

and the amplitudes that represent new physics cOlltributions take the f0110wing forms:

νグy=携4bQttЪ嘲五ヤ・=La,

耽'M―鴇‰鶴守L為 0=La,

4'M―鴇‰%平ゆっ′呻Z類′
'

(10

(10

(1つ

、vhere ttr's and五 's are the hadrOnic and leptonic amplitudes respectively as deflned be10w;

λ,入
′ = EL,0,s denote the virtual vector bOson hehcity. The rnetric factOr 

ηλ is given by

η士,0=l and ηs=-1.Ⅵたtreat the contraction of the LOrentz indices in C9,as iftWO heavy

vector bosons are exぬanged.

The leptonic amplitudes,Z貪 7,Lλ7 and ι

'ス

′are deined bJr

L17(92,cos θτ)=6μ (λ)(7(pr,λ7)み (pν )|テγ
μ(1-%)吟 10),        (18)

Lλ7(92,cos θ7)=(7(pr,λr)み (pν )|テ(1-%)Z/710),           (19)
z,ス′(92,cos θ7)=~づ 6μ (λ )6ン (λ

′
)(7(レ ,λ7)ら (pν )|テσμン(1_%)特10),   (20)

where cμ (λ)represents the pOlarizatiOn vector of the virtual vectOr bosOn,9μ =pЪ ―J移 (=

ノ +α )iS the mOmentum transお r,andら denotes the angle betw℃ en the mOmentum ofthe

tau lepton and that Of the if meson in the rest frame Of the leptOnic systenl,tO恥アhich、ve

refer as the g rest frame. The γ helicity λr is also deflned in the g rest frame. The explicit



formulae of the leptonic amplitudes for vector type operators are given by

ι重

Zよ

ιま

ι二

Z『

Z「

!.rtm,usinl, ,

2m"u cos0, ,

-2m"u ,

fit/q'?u(t * cos g") 
,

91)

o2)

0鋤

94)

0り

O①=0,

where υ=71-m子 /92.The Scalar type leptonic amplitudes are written as

=-21/7υ ,

=0.

The tensor type leptonic amplitudes are represented as

＋
　
　
　
一

五

　

五

0つ

け鋤

L意

五誕

ι車_

Zttθ

Zこ

L軍 _

ιtts

0,

-LIo: -tn\/q'usino, ,

-L!* : Llo - -Lt" : 2J-q', cos0, ,

-L!*: +t/21/-f usin 9" ,

-L[o : qtf2m,u(l t cos 0") ,

-L--+: L"o- -Lo": -2mrusin0" ,

-L"+ : -{2m,u(1 a cos g") '

61(λ )(ν (pM,C(λM))lημ
(1-γ

5)blB(p3)),

C,(λ )クИ(pM,C(λM))1碑μ
(1+γ

5)blЁ
(pB)),

(■グ(pM,C(λM))lC(1+γ
5)blB(p3)),

(■グ(PM,6(λM))に(1-γ
5)blЁ

(p3)),

づ61(λ )6)(χ )(ν (pM,6(λM))1酵μν
(1-γ

5)blB(p3)),

09)

00)

●1)

●2)

●3)

o4)

●5)

Oの

0つ

(3o

(30

(4o

The formulae ofthe lepton amplitudes for diEerent neutrino flavor are the same as the above

results as long as the llnass of neutrinO is very small and ignored.

Th hattojc amttu嶋 嘲 ,守 狙d呻 田e出■∝dけ

″ふ的
∬ふ鮨り

4/鮨
2)

理 的

瑠 鮨り

=-21/7υ sinθ7,

12



where c(λM)denotes the polarization vector of D*for λM=± 1,0.The relations″
1,λ =

∬
;ら ,λ and ff31 = H32 h° ld because of the parity conservation in the strong interaction.

Sim■ a」ェvに lnd HbΥ =―
=書

r for λM=± 1,0.The hadronic amphtudes of the vector

type operatOrs for B→ Dτラdeined in Eqs.(36)and(37)are represented as

観 p鮨り=携p的 =鶴B√(1+r)儒 Иい),

現 ル リ =覗 ル 句 =鶴B√(1-→
券 轟

Slω ),

and thOse for」B―→」9*τラare

(41)

に2)

“

助

正石た,土的

残 ,。鮨
2)

残 ,s的

―″2汗鮨り=鶴B碑10レ +1平 yυ2_lR101,

_魂
,002)=鶴 B√

齢
Alぃ)卜υ+r+ω _1口2い月,

(4o

(45)

:

others :

―∬亀,s(92)

景矛イ厚票平・
llal卜2rlttl+ll+ll― r2)R20の ~σ21all」ち(υ)],1461

0,                        
“

つ

where Q'@) : 1 * r2 -2rw, r : mv /m6, and u : pB. ptn l (mamy) is the velocity transfer

in B -* MrD. The form factors, V(.),Sr(.), At(*) and r!(tr.') are defined in Appendix D.

The amplitudes of the scalar type operators are expressed in terms of vector form factors

by applying the equations of motion of the quark fields:

=31(92)==32(92)=mB、
″(ω +1)Sl(υ ),

I立 (92)=It(92)=0,

「
81(92)=_=32(92)

=器 ムol-2rlω t t■ ll弱 0-負0島回 ・ ω

８

　

　

９

４

　

　

４

13



and others : 0. A definitions of form factors and a detailed derivation of these hadronic

amplitudes are found in Appendix B and Appendix D respectively.

The differential decay rate B -+ MrD is represented as

Similarly, for the tensor operator, we obtain

∬阜_(92)=

Ht(92)=

″阜_(92)=

=7ムO Hυ→ωJ・♂llR3回
,

H類(92)=_HH(92),

α「t=尭レれ鮨λ∞J→ドα島,

、vhere the three―body phase space αΦ3 iS given by

ごΦ3こ= 
ヤ/(2+の_ (1-翌三i)α

92α cos θ7,

「

EL(D)=Fま 1/2,FEL(D*)=Σ
 F72,

λM=± 1,0

「
(D〕 =Σ  Σ

F貪影,F(DD=Σ Fぶ■

璃s綺
2)=πB√

界
卜(1+→

2■
(υ)+2¨ +1)Slω湖, い )

鶴 猟中卜rllt」・⇒‐→凍 Щ列,

4鮨り “

勾

●3)

●→

“

つ

“

8)

“

り

(50

and Qa : (ma + n'LM)2 - q2. Several decay rates used in the main text are obtained by

integrating Eq. (55) over q2 and cos9". For notational simplicity, we define the following

quantities:

),rz:*1 l" I"

We note that the angle 0, (which has been defined as the angle between the momentum of

the tau lepton and that of the M meson in the q rest frame) cannot be measured since we

generally do not know the tau momentum. However, it is in principle (at least) possible

to measure the direction of the tau remaining two-fold ambiguity if we know the position

of the B and r decay point using the decay vertex detector, which will be an additional

improvement of a super B factory. It is important to investigate an utility of such an

information in preparation for a super B factory, but this is beyond our work for now.2

2 The LHCb collaboration recently begun to analyze B - D*r, using such a method.

14



D. CKM matrix element, form factors and SM predictions

Precise determinations of 17"61 and lV"ll arc important issues to not only confirm the

CKM sector of the SM but also search for new physics in b --- z, c transitions. This also

require the correct estimations (or predictions) of hadronic amplitudes.

1. B ---' DG)lt

Here, we briefly review the recent determinations of lV"1l in B ---, DG)ID and the estima-

tions of their hadronic amplitudes. Using the helicity amplitudes shown in Eqs.(21)-(26)

and (a1)-(47), and replacing rnr ---+'trlr= 0, the differential decay rates in B --+ DID and

B --+ D*(.D are given by

dl ,o n,-\ Gplv"'tz^s

^(B 
-- Db) : Wr311 + ,)r(., - r)t/rfr(.)r, (b9)

dl ,^ ^*,-\ GrlVdl2ms- q 

-.^(B 
---, D. tr) : =offi, -f !ri2 - r@: + r)2 p(w)f p. (w)2 , (60)

in the SM, where

P(w) : (I - r)'+ ffia'@),
and f's indicate the contributions of the form factors represented as

五D(υ )=yl(ω ),

ら<0〒ム0レⅢ+霜島0)

(61)

２

　
　
　
３

６

　

　

６

_ft/'
+[1 -r*(w-1)(1 -R"(.)))'l l\/P(u). (64)

J

In the framework of the HQET, one finds f o(.) - fo*(r) : {(tu) in the heavy quark Iimit,

where ((tr) is called as the (leading) Isgur-Wise function [32]. ContainingLf mq corrections,

the three additional undetermined functions Xzp and 43, which are referred as sub-leading

Isgur-Wise functions, appear in B --- DG)tu. We briefly review the HQET and show the

detailed expressions for the form factors including 7l*e corrections in Appendix. C. Luke's

theorem [33] implies that the ll^e corrections disappear at the zero recoil limit tr ---+ 1.

Thus, the absence of Lf mq corrections to the hadronic amplitudes reduce the theoretical

uncertainties, while we need the extrapolations of the distributions for B ---, nG)(2, since

15



the distributions vanish at w --- 1 as seen in Eqs. (59) and (60). For the extrapolations, one

usually employs the following ansatz [34],

yl(υ)=yl(1)[1-8ρ :z十 (51.ρ:-10。)z2_(252.ρ:-84.)z3],

■1(υ)=■ 1(1)[1-8ρllz+(53ρ ll-15)z2_(231ρll-91)Z3],

Fo-(I)lVal : (3.59+0.01+0.04) x 10-2,

P'or: I.207 + 0.026,

nr(1) :1.403+0.033,

R"(1): 0.854 + 0.020,

ルЪI=(3.94± 0。 14± 0.13)× 10~2(frOm B→ Dイラ),

I1/Ъ I=(3.96± 0.06± 0.08)× 10~2(frOm B→ Dり ).

These、ralues are quite consistent with each other.

2.j二→D(*)τラ

“

5)

“

0

where z : (\/u) + I- \/D l6/m+ rt) and .81(1) and R2(1) are left as fitting parameters.

Based on these parameterizations, extrapolations and global fits from the experimental data

of the distributions result in [35]

″b(1)17J=(4.26± 0.07± 0.14)× 10~2,

ρ子=1.186± 0.055,

for B→ Dイラ,and

７

　

　

８

６

　

　

６

for B --+ D*(.r. We cannot determine the overall factors fo<-t(I) (or equivalently Iz1(1)

and,41(1)) from the experimental data but can predict from the lattice studies which give

fo(I): L.074+0.024 and fp"(l) : 0.902 + 0.017 [10]. Finally we obtain

“

9)

(7の

(71)

(7の

(7o

(74)

The amplitude in B --+ DrD involves two distinct form factors, Vt(.) and S1(tr.'). The

form factor St (.) does not contribute to B --- D(.u as seen above. In order to see new physics

effect in B --+ DrD, we have to estimate ,Sr(t ) without experimental data. Applying the
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HQET to the form factors, one find that ^9t(r) and [(u) reduce to the Isgur-Wise function

in the heavy quark limit. Accordingly we parameterize it as

Sl(υ)=[1+△ (υ)]yl(υ ),

where A(tr,') denotes the QCD andlf mq corrections. As shown in Appendix D, we estimate

A(u) and give an approximate formula [29]:

△(υ)=-0・019+0.041(υ -1)-0.015(υ -1)2.

(75)

(7o

As for B --- D"rD, four form factors, At(.) and R1,q(u), contribute. The tr.r dependence

of fu(w) and the zero recoil limit of Rt,r(L) are extracted from experimental data of B ---,

D*(.r. The tr.' dependence of R1,2(w) is estimated by the HQET, while the leading terms

Rr(l) and r?2(1) are left as fitting parameters determined above:

Rl(ω )=Rl(1)-0・ 12(υ -1)+0.05(υ -1)2,

R2い)=R2(1)+0・ 11(υ -1)-0・ 06(υ -1)2.

The form factor島 (り)appears only in 3→ D*τラand is estimated as pη

(77)

(78)

Rr(.) :1+Ar(.), Ar(.) :0.22-0.052(w -1) +0.026(tu-1)'. (79)

The derivations of Rr,z3(w) using the HQET are shown in Appendix D.

The decay rates of B --- DG)r, are then predicted by use of the parameters deter-

mined from B -- DG)(, and predicted from the HQET. Taking the ratio of the decay rates

B --- D?)rru to the semileptonic decays B -- DG)(.ru further reduces the theoretical and

experimental uncertainties which mainly come from FD@G)lVdl. W" define the ratios as

R(at.r; - f+(lG)) + r-(zl(.);=-ffi' (80)

where f+(lt.l; are defined in Eq. (57) and f(B -' D$)t ) are obtained by integrating

Eqs. (59) and (60). The SM predictions and the measured values of ft(nt-); are summarized

in Table II. Combining the excesses of the measurements give 3.5o deviation from the SM.

These results seem to imply that the sizable new physics effect contribute to B --* DG)rr.
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3. Determinations of lV"6l

Here in turn, we shortly review the determinations of lWal. The semileptonic transition

$ ---+ u(.D provides two avenues for determining lV"6l, that is, the extractions via inclusive

and exclusive decays.

The theoretical description of inclusive decay B ---, Xu(.u is based on the HQET. Although

the total decay rate is theoretically predicted with uncertainties below \Yo, it is hard to

measure the total decay rate by experiment because of the large background from B --, X"er.

Instead, the partial decay rate in regions, where the rate of B --- X"(.u is suppressed, is used

to extract 
| 
l/"6 | . There are several models to estimate the shape of the distribution and their

results of lWul are consistent with each other. The Particle Data Group [10] has reported

the arithmetic means of their values and errors:

1孔bl=(4.41± 0.15± 0.16)× 10~3(■。mB→ Xメラ). (81)

Determination from exclusive decay is needed as a complemental check for that from

inclusive decay B ---+ Xu(.D as shown above. For experiment, the identification of the final

meson provides better background rejection at the cost of the lower branching fraction, which

might be a crucial difficulty for b --- u transition due to doubly Cabibbo suppressed process.

For now, the decay B ---, rb yields the most precise value of 1716l among exclusive decays.

The relevant form factors for B --- r(, are calculated by the lattice QCD and light-cone

sum rules depending on the regions of momentum transfer. We omit the detail here and for

detail, see in Ref. [36]. As aresult, the recent values otlWal from B --- r(.D are averaged as

[10]

1孔bl=(3.23± 0.31)× 10 3 1frOm Ё→ πイラ). c2)

Most of contributions to the uncertainty come from lattice systematic and statistical errors.

As we have shown in Eq. (81) and (82), the deviation between the values of lv"ul reaches

3o. Therefore we cannot confirm the correct value of l%al in the studies of the determinations

from the inclusive and exclusive decay processes. Instead, we can predict 1I/"61 indirectly by

use of the unitarity triangle of the CKM matrix. In terms of the Wolfenstein parameters,Vu6

is parametrized as Wu: A\t(p - i.ri, where A : 0.811+ 0.017 and ) :0,225 + 0.001 [10].

What is needed for this approach is the measured values of p and q without an information
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FIG. 2: Left: allowed regions that come from the experimental results of tan@1 (red) and

Lmsof Ama" (blue) in the p'r1 plane. Right: a prediction of Vu6 from the fit to the p-q plane

within 1o deviation (red region) and2o deviation (orange region).

ftomVu6. This is done by measuring the angle {1, which is parametrized as

1-ρ '

triangle opposite the angle $s, that is given by

parametrized as

(83)

(84)会』七t=指ξ2A2鱚 _の2+ηり,

where €:L26+0.03+0.02 [37]. Intheleftpanelof Fig.2,weshowtheallowedregions

that come from the experimental results of tan fi (red) and Arn6o I L*u" (blue) in the pzl

plane. The measured values we used here are summarized in Ref. [38]. In the right panel,

we show the indirect allowed region of V"o from the fit to the values of p and 4. The vertical

axis indicates the absolute value of Vuu, which is parametrized as lWol : A\3 J p\ r72 , and

the horizontal axis represents the phase, tan(arg(7"0)) : -qlp. In this work, we treat the

value in this region as a reference value of Vru. (This is equivalent to the value in Table I.)

4. B -- rt,

The hadronic contribution to the decay B ---+ rD is summarized into the B meson decay

constant /s, which is calculated * .f, : (191t 9)MeV by the lattice QCD study[8]. In the
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absence of new physics ("*" : 0 in Eq. (I2)), thus we can extract 1I/"61 from the measurement

of B ---, rD. ln Table I, we show the results, which are consistent with the predicted value

from the unitarity of CKM matrix. This mean that the new physics effect is suppressed in

B --- r, unlike in the case of B ---, DG)rZ as shown above.
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III. EXPERIMENTAL CONSTRAINTS

Let us consider first the constraint on the new physics effect from the measurement of

B ---+ rD. We defined the Wilson coefficients as a ratio of the SM contribttion (2t/2GeWu)

in Sec. II. In the following analysis of B '- rD,, we choose the central value of 7,,6 determined

by the unitarity of CKM matrix as shown in Table I. We take the world average of B(B --
rD) : (1.14 + 0.23) x 10-a as the measured quantity. Then we find that the constraint on

rNrp turn out to be

l1+nqp12:1.53+0.28.

One can see that the deviation is t.7o and then ryp : 0 is not inconsistent with

measurement for now. This result implies the new physics effect is suppressed in B --
Then more precise measurement is favorable for the new physics sealch.

(80

-20  -15  -10  -05

Reci Rec免 Re銭

FIG. 3: Constraints on the Wilson coefficient Cjr. The allowed regions within 95%(red line and

orange dashed line) and 99%(blue line and cyan dashed line) CL are shown. The regions in the

line (dashed line) are allowed when the values of E(D(.)) are evaluated so as to be maximized

(minimized) within the hadronic errors. Allowed regions tor lC"/e I are obtained by those for pure

imaginary C'". The leptoquark panel is mentioned in Sec. VI.

ｔｈｅ
　
一徽

leptoquark

鮨2(=4%)
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Next we consider the constraints from B→ D(*)τラ.unlib the case of B→ τラ,the

contribution Of the new physics varies depending on the type of new physics operator. In

the following model― independent analysis of B‐→ D(*)τラ,we assume that one of the new

pllysics operators in Eq.(2)is dominant except the SM cOntribution.This assumption allows

us to determine the dominantヽ rヽilson cOemcient from the experimental results of R(D)and

R(D*),and to see the feature of the contribution of new physics operator.It is also useflll

to predict other observables as sho、 vn later. A situation beyond this assumption is discussed

in Sec.VI.In Fig.3,the allowed region of the complexヽ rヽilson coemciellt ci iS Sh(m′ n

fOr each Operator 01.The regions in the line(daShed line)are allowed when the values of

R(D(*))are eValuated so as to be maximized(minimized)within the hadronic errors.The

、℃ctor operators O;1,2 deSCribe the current experimental results 140]. The SCalar operator

031 Cannot satisfy the current experimental bounds.ヽVhile the operator 032 iS faVored

but need a largeヽVilson coemcient c32 f° r describing the Ⅸperimental data,as is already

pointed out in Rel [40, 411. In addition, 、ve ind that the tensor operator Ott reasOnably

explains the current data.

ヽヽ石e can translate these results into the cases of neutrinO flavor violating operators. The

efFects of such operators O実

``,deflned as
0″

0″

Or
O″

ογ̀

砲γ
μbL■%(ヵ )L,

硫 γ
μbR亀彿 (物 )L,

磁 bR 7R(Z/4)五
,

硫 bL 7R(ヵ )L,

CRσμνbL 7Rσμν(1/2)L,

(8o

いつ

G助

(89)

(90)

physics contributions do

ind nO allowed region of

nOr 037・  The Operators

are the same as those of O,with Reci=0,because the new

not interfere、 vith the SN/1 amplitudes in these c8es. Thus, we

the Wilson coettcient within 99%conndence lewl(CL)for O″

ο7,ο″and ο″ are able to explain the present data.
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IV. THEORETICALPREDICTIONS

A. Polarizations

There are several measurable quantities affected by new physics operators in B -t D@)r,

even though more than two particles are missing in the final state. In this work, we consider

the tau longitudinal polarization3 in B ---+ DrD and define the following quantity:

鳥 (D)=「
+(D)一 Γ

~(D)

01)f+(D) + f-(D) '

where f*(D) represents the decay rate with \, : tIl2 as defined in Eq. (57). The uncer-

tainties that come fromV.6 and the normalization factor l/1(1) vanish in the above quantity.

For B --+ D*rD we also define P"(D.) in the same fashion. In addition we introduce the D*

polarization as

PD. -
Γ(D上 )

(9幼

「 (Dl)+F(D昴 )'

where DLel represents the longitudinally (transversely) polarized D* and f (Di,7) are de-

fined in Eq. (58). The uncertainties in P"(D.) and Pp. due to Va6 and At(1) also disappear.

The new physics operators are expected to affect these observables in various ways. Thus

it is important to study them at the same time in order to distinguish the underlying new

physics. Besides the above integrated quantities, q2 distributions are potentially sensitive

to new physics. As we will illustrate below, the q2 distribution of B ---+ DrD decay rate is

helpful to discriminate two scalar operators.

It might be considered hard task to measure the tau longitudinal polarization due to

the missing neutrinos in the final state. The r in B --- DG)r, is identified by r --- TU or

r --- (,Du ((. : e,p) in the present B factory experimentsa. Here we show how these decay

modes work as r polarization analyzer. We use a coordinate system in the q rest frame such

that the direction of the B and D(*) momenta is the z axis, and the r momentum lies in

the r-z plane. Then, we parameterize the r momentum as 7f : Er(L,p"sin9",0,Brcos0,),

3 It is possible to define two distinct and independent r polarizations, namely the transverse polarization and

the longitudinal one. While the transverse polarization is generated by T violating interactions and/or
final state interactions, the longitudinal polarization is sensitive to the chiral structure of the relevant

interactions which we want to study.
a The recent BABAR study [7] has used only the pure leptonic mode r - l.Du. This choice leads to the

cancellation of various sources of uncertainty in the ratios R(D(*)), because the signal B - DG)r, and,

normalization B r DG) (., events are identified by the same particles in the final state.
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where尋 =(92+m子 )/(2v優
2)and島 =v任 ―m子/暉 .The difFerential rate of the decay

cllain B→ ντラ(M=D,D・ )f0110Wed by τ→ X is wHtten as

洗
6→ Щ τ→nの =a7→ 豹

Ψ
臓 は ω +則 楓 嗣 ,m

where Γ(M)=「 (χ)++F(M)~iS the total decay rate of B→ Mτラas deined in Eq。 (57),

II(■イ;92)is the 92 distribution of f弾 (■イ),and tx iS represented as

Gν =子 ,0ラン=3,

Д∴0=醤命 Ⅸ卜め一年+めα

向 =響命 劇算―め‐剣,

fOr O≦ (≦ (1-島)/2,and

(90

where Engl is fhe r(Q energy in the q rest frame and B(r --- X) denotes the branching

fraction of r --- X. The functions fi1 and gx for r ---+ nrll are well-known and given by

∫(92,c)=1/ら , g(92,ξ)=(2ξ -1)/鮮
, (95)

where we neglect the pion mass and omit the subscript for simplicity. The range of ( is

(L-P")12 <C< G+8")12. Asfor r---+lDu,ignoringthe/mass,thedecaydistributionis

described by

６^

　

　

　

″
イ

９

　

　

　

９

H∴ 0=絲 陣 +の2+呻 +は _昭
,

ズ∴0=絲 奇降+の2+4+は _眸 +3の働,

δィ (ν;92)=     ,

(98)

00

for (1 - 13")12 < C < Q + g")12. In is noted that the P"(M;q2) term in Eq. (93) vanish

when the function g-y is integrated over (;. Accordingly we can determine &(M;q') by

measuring the (76 distribution for fixed q2 in Eq. (93). As a result, the polarization as defined

in Eq. (91) is obtained by integrating P"(M;q2) over q2.

The statistical uncertainty of the ideal experiment is given by la2, a3l

(10の

where N(q') is the number of signal events for fixed q2 (or in a bin of q2, more practically)

and Sy(M; 92) indicates "sensitivity" for measuring the tau polarization by use of successive

‐
　
―
‐―
―
―
―
―
―
―

∃



tau decay τ―→」χ and is written as

則の=「(    lψ・
For the integrated pdarization尋 (M),We obtdn

δイ (ν)=満 ,

where l/ is the total number of signal events and the integrated sensitivity ,9 is given by

l-r [,^2dr(M) t *]-',r. (103)sx(M): 
Lf1na; J 

dn"Tffi;qry 
)

Assuming the SM and neglecting the uncertainties in the form factors, we obtain

(100

(10り

鬱
=“Q IN― Ю0

Ψ
=田中 ～∞0

島ν(D)=0・60, 動ラン(D)=0・ 23,

路ン(D*)=0・ 61, 動ラン(D*)=0・ 20.

(101)

(10幼

(100

(107)

(108)

(1091

These values vary less than 20% even in the presence of new physics taking the constraint

from the branching fraction into account. Thus we can naively evaluate the expected un-

certainties in the measurements of P"p<.11. For example, the expected uncertainties in

P"@f.11 are calculated as

in the SM, where the number of the signal event is based on the recent BABAR study [7].

Then we find the present experiments do not have the ability to measure the polarizations

with sufficient accuracies due to Iess statistics. At the super B factory with integrated

Iuminosity of 50ab-r, ly' - 2000 and l/ - 5000 for the decays B ---, DrD and B ---,

D*rD identified by r ---' nTu are obtained based on the Monte Carlo simulation in Ref. [44].

Similarly, l{ - 5000 and l/ - 8000 for the decays identified by r --- (Du are obtained. Thus

the corresponding expected uncertainties are estimated as

鬱
="七

器
=剛 ,

Ψ
=剛 ,W=∽ ユ

We can see that the polarizations with sufficient accuracies will be measured at the super

B factorv.



B. New physics effect
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FIG. 4: Predictions on the branching ratios as functions of the absolute value of Wilson coefficient

lc"rl for X : V7,2, Sr,z,T. The predictions of new physics effects for the oper-ators 0'i4 aregiven by

the lines for d; : r /2 in these graphs. The light blue horizontal bands represent the experimental

values.

As shown above, it is worth studying the new physics effects on the polarizations while

they have not been measured yet. In Figs. 4 and 5, we show new physics effects on R(r(.)),
P"@t.l1and Prr.. The horizontal axis is lC|l and three cases of dx : 0, rf 2, and 7T are

shown for illustration, where d;g is the complex phase of Cft. Effects of O"{t are the same
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FIG.5: Predictions on P"(D),P"(D.) and Pp. as functions of lCll for X :Vt,2,St,z,T. The

predictions of new physics effects for the operators Offe are given by the lines for d;s : 7r 12.

as those of O'y with dx :7T12 as mentioned above. The width of each prediction indicates

uncertainties due to the form factors. We include +I00% errors in the overall magnitudes of

A(tr) and Ar(.) as uncertainties in addition to the ranges of p?,p2er,Rr(1) and fi2(1). The

horizontal bands with dashed boundaries in Fig. 4 represent the experimental values given

in Table II. From these results, we find that the sensitivity to the magnitude of the Wilson

coefficient varies depending on each operator. We note that the theoretical uncertainties are

sufficiently smaller than the present experimental accuracy. Therefore, we use the central

values of the theoreticai predictions in the rest of this work unless otherwise stated.

C. Different standpoint: correlation between n(D) and R(D.)

Since we have seen that each new physics operator contributes to observables in different

ways as shown in Figs. 4 and 5, it is useful to examine correlations among observables for

the sake of discrimination of new physics operators. Here we study the correlation between

R(D) and ,R(D.). In the lefb panel of Fig. 6, we show R(D) and Fi(D-) in the presence of

□

□

lσ長| lσ■|
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FIG.6:Corelations between R(D)and R(D*)inthe presence ofnewphysics Operators ofOi(left)

and οン (right)b・ X=yl,2,島 ,2,T・ The black dot in each panel indicates the SM prediction.

The light blue horizOntal and vertical bands ttre the experillnental values.

the new physics operttors for Oi(X=1/1,2,Sl,2 and T)・ The shaded regions are predicted

by the indicated operators.As is known p司 ,R(D)iS more sensitive to the scalar type

operators 031 and Oa than R(D*).ThiS iS due to the angular momentum conservation

that gives an extra suppression factOr fOr the vector lneson. On the other hand,we flnd

that the tensor type operator Ol exhibitS the opposite behavior,that is,R(D*)iS mOre

sensitive to Oi than R(D)・ The Vector type operator C91 giveS a unique relttion between

R(D)and R(D*),SinCe it is just the SM operatOr and chmges only the overall factor.The

vector type operator Ot that cOntains the right― handed quttk current covers a wide region

in this plane.

The correlations between R(D)and R(D*)fOr the neutrino navor violtting operators

οF are ShOWn in the right panel ofFig.6.As these operators do not interferё  with the SM

one,they dways increase R(D)and R(D*)With dittrent ratios depending on χ .

Once a future experiment gives precise values of R(D)and R(D*),We may exclude some

operatOrs depending on the actual experilnental values.

Do  DifFerent standpoint:correlations between decays rates and polarizations

As shOwn in Fig.5,polarizations are also useful observables to identiサ new physics.Here

we show cOrrelations between decay Fates and polarizations in Fig.7.[「 he gray horizOntal
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FIG.7:Correlations between R(D(*))and P卜 (D(*)),and R(D*)and PD*in the presence of new

pllysics operators O∵均
(gray hOrizonttt lines),0税 (ltht gray regions),0芳 (black dtthed lines),

ο17(mttellta cwves),0,(blue regions)狙 d`γ`(White dOtted curves).The black dot in each

panelindicates the SL〔 prediction.The light blue vertical bands shOw the experilnental constraints.

lines r,preSent thecorrelations forOiC″ ,the light gray regiOns(blaCIC dashed lines)fOr O鋭
り

,

the magenta curves for the scalar operatols O&r,and the blue regions(white dOtted curves)

for οがり。The operator O″ giVes the sal■eline as Or in B→ Dτラ.The light blue vertical
bands show the experimentd constraints on R(D)and R(D*).

We ind specinc features of the scalar operators in this igure.The polarizations島 (D(*))

and ら 十 are uniquely related to the corresponding decay rates in the presence of scalar

operators,because the scalar operators O&and ο&COntribute only to「
+(D←))and F(Dl).

The deinitions of polarizations lnay be rewritten as

[「

+(D(*))十 F~(D(*))][1-PKD(*))]=2Γ ~(D(*)),

I「 (D字 )+F(D2)](1-fb十 )=F(Di).

(110)

(111)

The right―hand sides of these equations are given solely by the SⅣ I contributions,and thus

the polarizatiOns are dennitely deterrllined by the corresponding decay rates as seen in Fig。 7.

These speciflc correlations are prolninent predictions of the scalar type operators,although

we cannot discriminate 031 fl・ Om Oa by using these correlations.

As for the other operators,it is apparent that the SM Operttor O%and οr dO nOt
afect the polal・ レ就bns Whb the qllark right handed current O拶 )htt nO efFect on the

tau polarization in 3 → Dτラ because the axial vector part does not contribute to this

process. The operat or Ollrt in B -- D*rD and the tensor operator O{t in both the processes

predict definite relations between the polarizations and the rates. The operator Ol., in

B --+ D*rD and the tensor operator Oft inboth the processes have no such specific relations,
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but the covered regions are rather restricted.

The above correlations that include the polarizations definitely increase the ability to

restrict possible new physics. We might uniquely identify the new physics operator by these

correlations in some cases. However their usefulness depends on experimental situations as

we will see in the next section.
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FIG. 8: Three examples for the discriⅡ inatibn of new

O.21,R(D*)=0・ 29,(b)R(D)=0・37,R(D*)=0・ 28 and(c)

physics contrbutb■ (a)R(D)

R(D)=0・ 51,R(D*)=0・ 25.

(a) (b)

(R(D),■(Dホ )) (0.21,0.29) (0.37,0.28) (0.51,0.25)

X S2 S2 陽 T SI S2 1/2

σ 9 -1.20土
`0.18

-0.81=L,0.87 0.03二 L`0.40 0.16=Lを 0.14 -0.50=L01.08 0.211L,0.56 0.18二上を0.53

Pr(D) 0.33 0.22 0.33

Pr(D*) -0.30 -0.35 -0.50 -0.26 -0.51     -0.51    -0.50

PD拿 0.53 0.51 032 0.45 0.45 0.44

TABLE III:Predictions for the polarizations in each of three cases.

Vo MODEL INDEPENDENT ANALYSIS

In this section,恥 e illustrtte several possibilities to restrict or identify new physics using

the observables discussed in the previous section and decay distributions. We suppose that

R(D)and R(D*)Will be measured more precisely in a future super 3 factory experiment.

Then we will determine the Wilson coemcient(ら ′aSSOCiated with Oi that iS assumed to

be dolninant except for the SⅣ I contribution and predict other observables.

Here we consid∝ the following three cases of(R(D),R(Dオ )):

(a)(0.21,0.29)as shOWn in Fig.8(a),in WhiCh OL is unambiguously identi■ ed as the new

physics operator.

(b)(0.37,0.28)as shOWn in Fig.8(b),in WhiCh Oれ ,Ot,and οi tte the candidates br

the new pttrSiCS Operator.

(c)(0.51,0.25)as shOWn in Fig.8(c),in WhiCh 031,0ち ,and οtt are pOSsible.

R(D) R(D)
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FIG。 9:Distributions of υ in B→ D7ラ and B→ D*γラfor the case(c),Wehl・ eυ =(πL― π%―

92)/(2πBπ M)・ The red,magenta,and ttht gray regions represent the dお tributions in the cases

Of 031,Ot and οt reSpect市 elL including the the∝ etical uncertainties.The υ distributions in

I〕 一→19*τラ釘e allnost identical for the th・ ee operators.

One of R(D)and R(D*)iS ChOSen tO be within the 2σ range but the other is a1lowed to

devitte more.We note that OF dO not reproduce the assumed sets of R(D)and R(D*)。

Table III sullnlnarizes the Wilson coemcient and the predicted polarizations fbr each case.

In the case(a),the dOminant new phydcs operatorお uniquely determined to be O■ .

The polarizations can be used to conlrnl that the deviation frolln the SⅣ I comes froln the

operator O亀・Furthermore the assumption of Oneoperator dominance will be tested.

In the case(b),the dOminant operator is Oれ ,Ot,Or οi.The predicted values of polar―

izations vtty fl・om operator to operator.We will determine the dominant new physics oper―

ator by measuring島 (D*)fOr example.Then the one― operttor dominance will be checked

by looking up other polarizations.

In the case(C),the dOminant Operator is 031,0ち ,Or O%・ The occurrence of Ot is

disunguished ttom that of 031 0r Oa by pOlal・ izttions.Two scdar operators 031 and Oち
,

however, predict the salrne values of the polarizations as explained in Sec. IVD. Under

such a situation,92 distributions may discriminate between 031 and 01・ In Fig.9,we

present 92 dぉ tributions for 031,0&,袖 dO%in the Case(c)。 We note that the abscissa is

υ=(mL― π毎-92)/(2π Bmν )instead of 92.The g2 distribution in B→ Dτラtums out

to be useful for the discrilnination in this case.

４３‐
・
２

υ
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VI. MODEL ANALYSIS

In this section, we discuss some new physics models which affect B -- rD and B ---+ p(*)r,

based on the results in Sec. III.

A. 2HDM with 22 symmetry

As known well, the charged Higgs boson in two Higgs doublet models (2HDMs) con-

tributes to the tauonic B meson decays and its effect is enhanced in some cases. In order

to forbid flavor changing neutral currents (FCNC) at the tree level, a 22 symmetry is often

imposed in this class of models and it results in four distinct 2HDMs [45-48] . Their Yukawa

terms are described as

Ly : -Qr,y,Hzun - QrYaHzd,p - L7Y2H2(a*h.c. (type I) , (112)

Ly : -Qr,Y,Hzun - QnYaHrd,n - Lr,YtH(.nth.c. (type II) , (113)

Ly : -Qr.Y,Hzua- Qr,YaHrd,n- LrYtHJnth.c. (type X), (114)

Ly : -Qr,Y,FI"ua - Qr,YaHrdn - LyY2H2(.p * h.c. (type Y) , (115)

where H1,2 are Higgs doublets defined as

島=〔け1/ガ
,島 =竹2島 , (110

and υづdenotes the vacuum expectation value(VEV)of〃 j.The ratio oftwo VEVsis deined

as tanβ =υ2/υl and υ=yυ:+υ3=246GeV.In type I,all masses of quarks and leptOns

are giw℃ n by the VEV of Jf2・  In type II,the up― type quarks obtain their lnasses fron■ Jf2,

while the down― type quarks and leptons from〃 1.In type X,Jf2 and」 Yl are responsible to

the quark and lepton masses respectively. The masses of the do、 vn―type quarks are given

by″l and other fermiOns acquire their masses from〃 2 in type Y.Under this deinitiOn υ2

generates up― quark masses in any types of Yukawa interaction.

These 2HDMs contain a pair of phbrsical charged Higgs bosons,which contributes to

B―→τラand B―→ D(*)τ ラas shown in Fig.10.The relevantヽ Vilson coemcients introduced
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Typel TypeII TypeX TypeY

1  _cot2 β

TABLE IV: Parameters {4., in each type of 2HDMs.

(:]テ

ーーヽ‐―――、
「
´́″́́´́

(aR)

f/-\.. -/rn
\o,

FIG. 10: Charged Higgs contribution to the decays.

in Eq. (2) arc represented as

91=鮨1=― :蹴ia,「土

θ脱=―等≒まFa,鶴2=~撃者a,

(11つ

(110

where n″土iS the mass ofthe charged Higgs boson.The parameters ξd and ξt are presented
in Table IV。  ()ne can see that the charged Higgs interaction which corresponds to (フ 懲F
afFect B→ τラand B→ D← )τラin the same fashion.For the operator 032'the Contribution

Of the charged Higgs tO B→ τz/is very suppressed due to the small up quark mass. As

explained in Sec.I,a sizable ne、 v physics efect is needed in order to explain the experilnental

measurement on R(D(*)),While the SM prediction On the branching ratio in B→ τラ is

sumciently consistent with the experimental result.Thus it is naively expected that 032 in

the 2HDMs is suitable to explain the recent experimental results in D― →τラand B→ D(*)τラ

at the same time.To have a sizable charged Higgs efFect,lξ d,υ l ShOuld be much larger than

unity taking the experillnental bound on the charged Higgs lncss into account. Then the

case of a=1 0r a=-l is not acceptable.The case of a=一 cOt2 β or a=cot2 β with

cot2 β》>l iS unnatural since the top Yukawa interaction becomes nonperturbative.The

requirement for the top Yuhwa interaction to be perturbatiК  results in tanβ ≧0.4卜制.

Therebre,the operator O&cannOt have dzable ettct On B→ Dl・ lγラin the 2HDMo While
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FIG.11:Fit to tanβ ル 〃土uSing both B→ γラand B→ D(*)τラ(black line),and only B→ D(*)7ラ

(blaCk dashed line).

the type II of ξご==tan2/9 is only the case to be sizable and only CttiC in the 211DRII of type

II is potentially enhanced. As、 ve have shown in Sec.III,ho、 vever,it is difncult to explain

the current experimental results in B→ D(*)τラby 031 a10ne.

The analysis that depend On a model has the beneflt Of relating another quantities. In

the 2HI)N/1,the cOntributions Of the charged Higgs bOsOn tO」 B→ τラand I;―→I)(*)7z/are

represented as the same variable as in Eq。 (117).In Fig.11,we show χ
2 analysis of the

charged Higgs parameter tanβ /m″土in the 2HDM oftype H.The Black line indicates the

result of combined analysis using the experilnental data of B→ τ1/and I;―→五)(*)7z/. The

Black dashed line represents the result using only B →  I)(*)τ ラ. Then we flnd that the

operatOr('3F in the 2HDN/1 of type II for the largely cOntributed region is disfavored 、vith

more than 99.9%CL.It is noted that for the region near the SⅣ I predictiOn,the con■ dence

leve1 0f exclusion fl・Om 3-→ τラand B―→D(*)τラis smaller than that from only B― →D(*)7ラ .

This is because the result of 13-・ 〉τラis near consistent、 vith the SⅣ l prediction. The exclusion

for the sizabb ettct Of tanβ /mr iS more powerful than the study in Ref.『 ].

′
′
′
′
′
′

′
′一

ヽ

ヽ

ヽ
ヽ
、
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B. 2HDM allowing tree level FCNC

A possible solution within 2HDMs is to violatethe 22 symmetry at the cost of FCNC.

We introduce the following 22 breaking terms in the above four models:

△ £Y=~の 五6柳Lυ R― の L6zJflαR tt hoc.(brtype l and X),

△ £Y=~OL6彿 FlzR― の L6加げ2ごR tt h.c.(fOr type H and Y),

(119

(120)

where elj,a are 3 x 3 matrices that control FCNC and the quark fields are those in the weak

basis. To obtain the charged Higgs interaction in the mass basis, first let us rotate the quark

fields into

ZL椰 )→ け
に )鶴L6),α 照 )→ 吋

6)α
L9),

so as to diagonalizeン1,d.Then,the mass matrices are rewritten as

ル亀=:ち
(υ

2X′十υl叶+6zυ∫
),

ルらし,の =ギ岩(″
X′ +ν吋+6zげ

),

where Yfo is the diagonal Yukawa matrix. The down-type quark mass term is represented

as M6(u2,u1) for type I and X, and Ma(u1,u2) for type II and Y. At this stage, the Yukawa

terms are rewritten as

Lv -r LLv : -nrv3x, (4^og+ .;hl) d.n + d.il3L* (V^n"r+ ein;) up * h.c. (I,x),
\Vz / \\/z /

(124)

Lv * LLv : -ary3x* (4og+ €;hl) d,n + d,il3t * (4^ol .;r;) ,* * t... ttt,tl,\v:z / \vz , 
1ZS7

where Z3xrr.r : UItU! is the Cabibbo-Kobayashi-Maskawa (CKM) matrix in the basis that

diagonalize Y,,6 and we define e'n: Ultr';Uf (for e: u,d). In turn, rotating the quark fields

into

(121)

(122)

(12o

(126)

(12つ

(12o

uL(R) ---+ wu"(0u"(.), d+@) - wot@)d"w,

the mass matrices are diagonalized:

イ=島 (0昭
|イ暉+η Q),

イし,の =ギ号(″
嗜十γ′可+ν Q),
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Typel /醜らcot β_εしSinβ (1+COt2 β)
_νワMa cot 

β +Ca Sinβ (1+COt2 β)_ν
ワM`COt 

β

Type H ν5M、 cot β
_6。 COSβ (tanβ +COt β)乎 tanβ -6asinβ (tanβ

_■ COt β)

TypeX νOML cot β_6し Sinβ (1+COt2 β)
_νC■/fd cot 

β +6a Sinβ (1-■ COt2 β)  
立
子
空 tanβ

TypeY
雫

cot β -6tt cOS β(tanβ l cOtβ )ν
ワ

・
fd tanβ

-6a Sinβ (tanβ I COtβ )一
νワMC COt 

β

TABLE V: The matrices 2u.4.2 in each type of the 2HDM in the presence of the 22breaking terms.

where we define €q : UYte'oWf; Then, rewriting the diagonal Yukawa coupling Yf;o in

Eqs. (124) and (125) by use of the diagonalized quark masses M!^ and the extra coupling

eu,6 thal induce FCNC, the physical charged Higgs and fermion interacting terms take the

following form:

£メ =(雹R4埼 KMdL+雹 LycKMろ αR+花 ろ ιR)∬
++hoc.,

(12の

where Vcxpr : WIIVSI*W! is the CKM matrix in the (true) quark mass basis. Table V

shows the expressions of Zu,it,(., where Mud,,( denote the diagonal up-type quark, down-type

quark, and lepton mass matrices, and €r,4 r€pr€s€nt matrices ell.6in the quark mass basis as

defined above.

The FCNC in the down-quark sector is strongly constrained, so that ef; is negligible

except for ebj in the present analysis. The relevant Wilson coefficients, which include ef; and

the enhancement factor tan p, are given by

鍔1=雌1笠
北

考SinSt狙筆 (type II),

鍔1=鮨12 
υπτピ~ν
りm告±

6ソ Sinβ tanβ ,(type x)。

Although the positive interference to the SⅣ I contribution is possible depending on the sign

Of(汐 e・7en in the 2HDM oftype H,the situation is almost the same as Eq。 (117).In Fig.12,

we show the analysis for the nt t。 6汐 in the 2HDM of type H assuming tanβ =50 and

η2∬土 = 500GeV ats a illustration. Even for allowing the positive interference to the SWI

contribution, the operator 031 in thiS model cannot explain the bOth results of pure and

semi tauonic B decays.

On the other hand,constraints on the FCNC in the up quark sector are rather ttreak.

Rttcently the 2HDⅣ l oftype II that a1lows FCNC in the up quark sectOr is studied to explain

みろ乙

立具1生 tanβ

(130)

(131)
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FIG.12:Fit to 6′ using bOth j→ τラand Ё → D(*)τラ (black line),and Only7 Ё → D(*)τ ラ (black

dashed line)。 Ⅵb aSSume that 6r is real,tanβ =50 and mfI土 =500GeV as a illustration.

B→ τラand B→ D← )τラat the same time FJ.Table V implies that the operator 032

in types II and X Inight be signincant for large tanβ . Then the correspondingヽ rヽilson

coemcient is given by

亀壁洗権∈粉ちnβねna

吼笙荒 権印¬nβれnβ
(132)

(13o

In this case, the different components ef and ef of FCNC matrix are involved in B --+ rD

and B "+ DG)rr. As seen in Fig. 3 the current experimental results of. B ---, DG)r, are

described by the 2HDM of the type II or X with FCNC provided that lefl - 1, while

ef is nigfrty suppressed because of the enhancement factor VulWa. If this is the case) we

expect sizable deviations in polarizations P"(D(.)) and Po. from the SM as designated by

the magenta curves in Fig. 7.

The large component ef affects the top quark decay to charm quark. The Lagrangian

which induces the FCNC process in the up-quark sector is given by

Lh.a : o"l"t"9 ,- 8^) n +"i"9 . 0 s ,, ---!- ,] ,,u** h.c. , (134)" I t/2sin 0 t/2sin 0 {2sin {J I -
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FIG. 13: Slepton and down squark contributions to the decays.

for all types of 2HDM, where h(H) is the light(heavy) physical CP even Higgs, A is the CP

odd Higgs, and a is a mixing angle between these two physical CP even Higgs. For example,

let us consider the decay t '--+ ch. The decay rate f(t -- ch) is calculated as

「いの=鼎愕 鶴
(1_等:)2,   (13り
and CMS bq experiments.ヽ lrhile

bT/1/.The decay rate Γ
(ι

→ b7)iS

鼎手←_等)2(1+耕 ).

where ffLh = 126GeV is

the dominant top quark

represented as

「 (ι
→ b7)=

Then the ratio of these decays is naively evaluated as

obtained by the ATLAS [49]

decay is expected to be f --+

吊
m2

(136)

(137)

Therefore,the lttge value 16ケ |～ l deSired for i→ D← )γラ gives tt most 12%of the

branching ratio of the top quttk donlinant decay t― ―〉blク
ア
. The top quark decay toぬ arm

quark migllt be dimcult to measure tt the LHC experiment due to charm identincation and

good target for the ILC experilnent.

The chttged Higgs efFects on Ё―→D(*)τラin the minimal supersymmetric standard model

(MSSM)are the same as those in the 2HDM of typeII at the tree level.Loop corrections

induce non― holomorphic terms cし ,din Eq.(120)151,521.Ho■ Veverit seems dimcult to enhnce

Cケ tO be ο(1)・ Thus the suflicient enhancement of Oa iS unlikely in MSSM.
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ノ1

FIG.14:Fit to tt using bOth the experimental results of Ё→τラand Ё→ D(*)τラ.、、石e assume

that tt iS real and m4=500GeV as an illustration.

C. MSSM with R‐ parity violation

The /?-parity violating (RPV) MSSM [53] may also affect both B --+ rD [54, 55] and

B ---' DG)r, [55_57]l. We consider the following superpotential:

鴫Pv=:λけ五づZ′既 +λ毎たZじのρl,

綺L OR∽ R亀 =:0コ %Lれ ② レ

(13鋤

where \iip and \lorp are RPV couplings and i,,j,k are generation indices. In general, the

term \"U'DD", which is relevant to the proton decay is involved in the R-parity violating

theory, but it does not contribute to the decays we consider here at a tree level. Apart from

the charged Higgs contribution, there are two kinds of diagrams which contribute to the

tauonic B decays, that is, the slepton and down squark exchanging diagrams as shown in

Fig. 13. The corresponding effective Lagrangian is written as

rRpV - $ ,* l# (a,)"b^rn(un)r,*^*:7, (at)r,k")n 1,;1^ur], (13e)tueff -- ^Li,k:r L ^it *7h I

where myi (m61^) is the mass of the slepton (down squark) for the j-th generation and

Vi : h6, is a simple notation of the component of CKM matrix. Here we assume that the

slepton and down squark mass matrices are diagonal in the super-CKM basis for simplicity.

Using Fierz identity the second term in Eq. (139) is rewritten as

(140)

The RPV Lagrangian involves the interaction which induces the lepton flavor violation. In

this case, b ---+ qrD with neutrino flavor being different from tau-lepton is included.
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FIG.15:An Ⅸ ample of constraints on gl andの assuming g3=0・ The magenta(cyan)regiOn is

a1lowed by the experimental results of R(D(*))(β (B→ γラ)).

Then,the corresponding coemcients for the scalar type operttors are expressed as

鮨1=2のθF‰座たん鵠奔,鰐 =ぅ義瓦座たん鵠歩,l1411

錐 =2の
θFLbttЙ

ん≒
歩

,鍔r=百滅 瓦 座
Йλ

鵠 歩
,に4動

鯉趣‖ま『在。
Sil1111∬

肥席∬。WT∬‖1聰ユFTl駆
deflne

3

九=Σλ町3λ免3, (143)

′=1

are shavn in Fig.14.Here we assume that one of the∫ もforん =1,2,3 contributes to

B→ τラand B→ D(*)7ラ .we also assume all the slepton masses to be m4=500GeV and

んtO be real as an illustration.Under this assumption,the contributions ofん tO the decays

vav depending on tん andたたin鍔ド・We note that the result of the nt to A is completely

same as in Fig.12 due to(乃 1=c31 in thiS Case.As a result,howeva,a sizable ettct Of

any tt turns out to be disfavored at more than 99%CL.
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On the other hand, for the vector type operators, we obtain

cf,, : #MF*,,rry, cv; : #*P,orry, Q44)

ct, : #n F*,rrry, c{,i' : # ** F*,orry ( 14b)

The Wilson coefficients Cfrrhas an allowed region for the results of B -- DG)r, as shown in

Fig. 3. The constraint on Cff, from B -+ rD is shown in Eq. (85). We can see that the RPV

couplings in Ci4 and Cir, can satisfy requirements for these two constraints at the same time.

For illustration purpose to see that, we assume the RPV couplings to be real and define the

product of RPV couplings as

仇=Σλ:町λ毎,

′=1

assuming鶴
4=500GeV.The a1lowed regions for 

θtt and θtt are rewritten as

-2.41<ΣЙんgλ <-2.04,0.04<Σ Йたgん <0・41,

(14o

ん=1
3

-0.75<Σ tgん <-0・ 71,

た=1

ん=1
3

0.03<ΣEたん島<0・ 08,

ん=1

(14つ

(14o

in terms of gp at 90% CL. (We neglect the phase inl/1s: Wu for simplicity.) The conditions

in Eqs. (147) and (148) are satisfied as in Fig. 15.

Let us turn and concentrate on another viewpoint. We find that at 90To CL,

lc; | > o.oa, lc7,'l > o.+2, (149)

are required to explain the current experimental results of ft(D(.)). (This means that there

is no allowed region within lC; | < O.OA. In other words, it is a necessary condition to

explain the data.) The minimal contribution of the RPV couplings, that cause the largest

effect on R(n{.11, is obtained in the case that the product of RPV couplings for k : 2 in

C$"t) only contributes to B -- DG)rr.In that case, Eq. (149) is converted into

(150)

assuming ^dL: 500GeV. The condition of 92 in Eq. (150) corresponds to the magenta

region with 91 : 0 in Fig. 15. However the same products of RPV couplings as in Cil"') also

回=卜J刈 卜J刈
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contribute to B ---+ X"uD [58]. The effective Lagrangian for b -+ suD is generally given by

n ,fronLb",,: * GeVuU:QLoL+ C"ROk) * h.c., (151)

with the operators

OL : sr'YqbrD[Y,ur,,

O"* : snlqbaDtyput,.

(15の

(150

According to Ref. [59], the branching fraction of. B ---+ X,uD are calculated and estimated as

aB→ 為冽 朝 x lo 5。

IQ′ =:万 1《
ιF'|%F=:万 lα

ι
F'

σfι =∂
倉勢

篭午
,

c“
イ=∂

倉≒
篭
■

,

17:,λ

,町λ移2,|<4× 10~4,

(154)

where(cz)SM iS the contribution of the SM,which is calculated as(σ z)SM=-6.38± 0.06.

The relevantヽ Vilson coel五cients that colne from the RPV interactions in b― )s1/2′ 乃 are

represented as

where

(155)

(156)

(15つ

with

∂=の
αθFytbyti

(15鋤

The upper limit of the branching ratio is given by

B(B ---, X"uD) < 6.4 x 10-4, (159)

at90% CL [60], and then according to Eqs. (154) and (159), we get lCLl < 31. Thus the

upper bound on the product of RPV couplings is estimated as

(160)

when we assume ^dL: 500GeV. We then find that the maximal allowed value for B ---

X"uD, which result in Eq. (160), contradicts with the minimal requirement for B ---+ p(*)r,

as in Eq. (150).



As a consequence, the product of RPV coupling 92 is hard to satisfy the constraints from

both B ---+ p!)7v and B ---+ X"uD. We have the same consequence for the case that r?(Ai.);

and B(B --- rD) are explained by 91 with gz : gs: 0 as seen in Fig. 15. In this case,

lgrl > 0.12 is required, but the study from B ---+ XsuD implies lD,^'rr,^';rrl . Olto-') [57].

Thus the RPV interactions p1 and p2 cannot explain the results of. B --- rD, B ---+ p?)7v

and B ---+ XquD at the same time. The interaction 93 does not contribute to B --+ XnuD,

while the large value is needed for B ---+ rD and B ---+ p(*)rv. The possibility for having

large value of 93 in order to explain the results of B --. rD and B --- DG)rz is discussed in

Ref. [55, 61].

D. Leptoquark models

In the SM, the conservation of the lepton and baryon number is not based on a symmetry

but also an incidental issue. In extensions of the SM, a new physics model which violate these

conservation is often considered. The MSSM with RPV as shown above is a typical example

in this class of model. New particles which mediate quark-lepton transitions can potentially

contribute to leptonic quark decays (keeping the lepton and baryon number conservation).

Such a particle is called as leptoquark. There are ten independent leptoquarks that respect

the symmetry of the SM [62]. The effective Lagrangian with the most general dimensionless

couplings of the leptoquarks consists of the following terms:

の Lづσ2CRめ , 雹RZLめ , み 五五島 ,

(の
C)Rづ

σ2五L■ , OC)LCR■ ,(F)LCR■ ,

(CC)RづのσttLT3,

CLttLL畔 , あ ぃ eR畔 , こR%CRυ
「

,

(の
C)Rσ

‰五五Ug,

(♂ )五 %五 LIゲ ,(の
C)R‰

eRけ , CC)LttLLぢ
μ

,

(161)

(1621

(160

(164)

(165)

(160

and their hermite conjugate, where SQ),7'O and T are scalar leptoquarks, and y('),UQ) and

IJ are vector leptoquarks. The subscript of the leptoquarks indicate the dimension of their

SU(2) representation. In Table VI, we summarize ,Stl(3)" x SU(2)1t7 x U(L)y quantum

numbers of leptoquarks.
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su(3)" su(2)w u(r)v su(3)" su(2)w u(I)v

、ゝ   3      2     7/6           1/1    3      1     2/3

Sち    3      2     1/6          Ui   3      1     5/3

T1   3・       1     1/3          1」 3   3      3     2/3

こヽ   3*      1     4/3           y2   3*      2     5/6

T3   3*      3     1/3           √亀  3*      2    -1/6

TABLE VI: Quantum numbers of leptoquarks.

bz       7R

だデL(|卜、

ィ

鶴R

｀`
ラL

FIG.16:Scalar leptoquark(represented as島 )cOntribution to the decays.

Arnong thenl,the fo1lowing leptoquark lnodel is interesting in the sense that the tensor

operator is generated [631,

£LQ=(λ j′ の
tε

4+λ ち雹13つ め ,          (167)

where λ(′)represents the leptoquark couplingo We shOw the relevant diagram in Fig.16 and

the efective Lagrangian is represented as

£F―蹴就OXOL

=靴
い

砂L7R17ZIL+夕の メ %L・%②
う

,m

where msLQ iS the scalar leptoquark tt maSS.Both O鶏 (″ )and 
ο ン

(″)appear at the same

time,ho、vever theヽ rヽilson coemcients are related tO each other:

叱=4の =-2の
GF23・錦釜'      (16の

叱
吻=4鍔吻=―

形 轟 薦
・
弟畿

・    (17の
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-0

FIG.17:C∝relations between R(D(*))額ld F)(D(*)),鍼 だ R(D*)and PD*in the leptoquttk model

of Eq。 (167)鉗e represellted by green regions.Yellow regions indicate the constraillts fl・ om both

the present experimental bounds on R(D)and R(Dホ
)・

The black dot in each pal■ el stands for the

SM prediction.

In this model,the products of the leptoquark couplings which contribute to I〕 → τラand

B→ D←)τラ鉗e difFerent5.ThuS the experimentd results of R(D← ))and β(B→ τフ)giVe

independent bounds on the difFerent leptoquttk couplings.

Recollecting that the tensor type operator does not afFect」 B‐―〉τラas seen in Sec.II,the

situation is the same as the case for θ銑 =θ亀 =Cζl=O in Eq。 (12).For Ё→ D(*)τラ
,

a case that two operators appear in a process at the same tilne is beyond our analysis in

Sec.IH.But a similar analysis as the case of one dOminant operator can be made since the

couplings are related in this rnodel. The right― down panelin Fig.3 sholvs the constraint on

the above Wison cOemcient c32(=4%).The relevant mass scale of the leptoquark could

be ofthe order of 500GeV:

(171)

We ind that a rather small new physics cOntribution ca=4θ多～±0・ 6づ is sumcient t。

explain the present data compared to the case for Only O&(The best it value is c32蟹 ~1・ 6

h this case)・ In Fig.17,we show the cOrrelations between decay lttes and polarizttions in

the above leptoquark model.The green regions represent the correlations,R(D← ))一鳥 (D(*))

and R(D*)一 PD*,as in Fig.7.Taking into account both the experimentd constrdnts on

R(D)and R(D*)at the same time,we nnd the present a1lowed regions at 99%CL as shown

by the ye1low regions.

5 1n the mass basis,the flavOr lntxing rnatrix like as the CKM nlatrix enters in the Lagrangian. In the case

lve condder hers such a mat五 x can be absorbed htO the Кdeinitbn of λり。

亀=4%螂 (等)(男器 )2.
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VIIo SUMMARY AND CONCLUS10N

We have studied the exclusive pure― and serni_tauonic I'decays,I]→ τラand」B一→」D(*)τラ
,

in the rnodel_independent rnanner based on the efective Lagrangian including all the possible

four―Ferrni Operators. For the study from正 〕→ τラ,we have seen that theヽ
rヽilson coemcients

collning froln new physics operators are suppressed. In particular the scalar type interactions

C31,2 are rather constrained due to the enhancement factor.Forthe study frOm Ё → D(*)τラ
,

it has turned out that the current experimental values of R(D← ))are not∝ plained by

the operatOr O辞)nor οr dOne whb the other operators 032'° 孝)'ο身
),and οがり

reasonably wOrk under the assumption of on← Operator donlinance.

h/1ore precise data that恥「ill be given in a future super」B factOry experilnent、vill allon7 us

to identify the relevant new ph5/si∝ operator among these operators ifthe de宙ation from the

SNI persists. In addition,a10t Of data lⅣ ill also allow us to lneぉ ure the longitudinal tau and

D*polarizatiOns. ヽヽb have studied the ne、 v physics efFect on these quantities and estilnated

their statistical sensitivities to be measured. ヽヽ石e have pointed out that correlations among

observables including the decay rates,the polarizations and 92 distributions are useful to

distinguish the relevant operator from irrelevalllt one in new physics.

Furthermore,we ha■7e studied several illteresting models that contribute to R(D(*))and

β(3→ τラ)batSed on our mOdel― independent analysis.In 2HDMs without tre← level FCNC

and MSSM,only 03F COuld be enhanced and thus are unlikely to explain the deviatiOns of

R(D(*))fOrm the sM.Our combined it to the parameter in the 2HDM oftЛ )e l sugg∝ t

that this lnOdel is excluded ttrith more than 99.9ツ 6 confldence level.

Vヽhile the contribution of Oち ,generated in 2HDMs oftype H and type X with FCNC,

could be sizable k3eping the small contribution of 032 t° B~→ 7ラ.The above situation

depends on the magnitude of the t→ c FCNC parameter,which induce direct FCNC top

quark decay Such as t→ cん. We ha、電found that the branching ratio of t→ cん turns Out

to be at most 12%ofthe top main decay t→ b7when the Ⅸperimental values Of R(D← ))

are obtained by the contribution of the charged Higgs boson in the 2HI)Ⅳ Is of type II and

type X with FCNC.If this is the case,top decays n■ ight be more important for the ILC and

LHC experiments.

The ⅣISSA/1、 vith J〕―parity violation generates the operators 031 and ο31 and then con―

tribute tO iB――〉τラand iB―→」D(*)τ 1/. 、、石e have seen that the interactions that enter these」B
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meson decays are related to each other via the CKⅣI Inatrix. The combined flt to the RPV

couplings in O&giК S the same consequence as the 2HDMs without FCNC.The parameter

region thtt exメ ainS bOth R(DO)and β(B→ τラ)e対stS in O仇・HOttver we have pdnted

out that this allowed region is inconsistent lⅣ ith the experilnental bound on iB― →Й[s1/ラ .

The illteractions that mediate leptoquarks potentially afect leptonic quark decays.

ArnOng thenl,、 ve have focused on the scalar leptoquark model that silnultaneously induces

°32 and O魯・ThiS modelis bernd Our assumption which is imposed in mOdel―independellt

analysis. lrhen、 ve have re― evaluated the constraint on the Wilson coemcient,the efect on

polarizations and correlations. ヽヽb have seen that this model describes the data with a

relatively smallヽ rヽilson coemcient in both B→ τz/and I'―→I)(*)τラcOmpared to the case

only br 032・

The conclusion is as fol10ws.Both the decays」 → 7ラ and J→ D(*)τラ are pol17erflll

tools to explore new physics in the charged current. Since these decays are often related in

new pllysics models,it is impOrtant to study their combinations.The semi― tauonic dec鋼 /s

have advantages to provide a、 vide variety of observables besides the branching fraction,such

as p01arizations. These observables,including 92 distributions,are quite useful in order to

clarify possible new pllb/sics model― independently The model―independent analysis a1low us

to see the new plvsics ttatures in the decayS,While the nt to the specined model parameter

gives the concrete bound on neⅥ r physics lnodel.
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APPENDIX A: COMBINATION OF MEASUREMENTS

Here we show the way to combine two independent measurements assuming the gaussian

distribution. Suppose lhat ri I6ri, At l SAt and pa are the measurements of r, y including

the errors and their correlation, which are obtained at the experiment 'i. In this case, y2

distribution of the quantities r and y is represented as

か島 1宅〆+7-塾嘲デ |・
(Al)

When the two independent experiments A and B observed r,y and obtained their values,

the combined measurements are derived from the sum of 12 distribution:

χl+χb=χら, (A2)

where C indicates the combined result. The central values rc,Ac, their errors |rs,6ys and

the correlation ps are written as

with

δ″。 =

δν。 =

ρO=

、vhere T4/and Z are represented as

=δ毛ろ十ρσ δ″σδ艶れ,

=δ発ろ+ρσ δ″σ δνσら,

Иtt Иら一予予篤 '

%
%%― ルシЪ'

ンフЪυ

Ｏ

　

　

σ

″

　

　

ν

(A3)

(A4)

(A5)

(A6)

(A7)

(A8)

%

%=写←―虜ル:'L=平 (1-ρ:》ν′'%υ =写    '
ρづ協

(1-ρ:)δ″づδ銑

(A9)

APPENDIX B:FORM FACTORS

Here we derive consistent deflnitions of form factors. In order to know the correct forms of

the amplitudes,it is helpful to、 Ⅳrite do、Lrn the properties of the parity`p and tilne― reversal γ

ろ=写
1再者両 |,ろ

=写
1再端爾―百七競蕩|・



transformations in B --- DG) transitions. For the meson states, the parity transformations

are written as

where p: (po,p) and p' : (po,-p). We choose the time-reversal transformations

follows:

21B(P3)〉

21D(pD))

21D*(pD,6))

γlB(p3)〉

γ lD(pD))

γlD*(pD,6)〉

Then we see the following relations:

(D(pD)にblB(p3)〉

(D(PD)l η
μbl](p3))

(D(pD)1酵
μνbl B(p3)〉

(D*(pD,C)|こ bl](p3)〉

(D*(pD,6)|の
5bl B(P3)〉

(D*(pD,6)1碑
μbl B(p3)〉

(D*(pD,6)|む
μ
γ
5bl B(p3))

(D*(pD,6)1酵
μンblB(p3))

(D(pЪ )16・blB(pЪ)),           (B7)
(-1)μ (D(PЪ )l ημbl B(pЪ )),      (B8)
(-1)μ (-1)ν (D(ら )1酵

μνbl B(ん)),   (B9)

(-1)(D*(ら ,6つ |こ
blB⑫Ъ)),     (Blの

(D*(ら ,C′ )|の
5bl B(PЪ )),      (Bll)

(-1)(-1ン (D*(ら ,ど)1鉤
μbl B⑫Ъ)),  (B121

(-1ン (D*(ら ,6り l η
μγ

5bl Ё(比)),   (B10
(-1)(-1)μ (―げ (D*(ん ,C′ )|ゐ

μνbl B(pЪ )),(B14)

―IB(pЪ )),

一ID(あ )),

ID*(pЪ ,6′ )),

+IB(比 )),

十ID(pЪ )),

ID*(pЪ ,6′ )).

(Bl)

(B2)

(B3)

6 aS

(B4)

(B5)

(B6)

6 Depending on a choice of phase, we can select and define reasonable form factors.
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where (-1)o : 1 and (-1)u : -1 for parity transformations, and

(D(pD)|あ IB⑫3))

(D(pD)1碑
μbl B(P3)〉

(D(pD)1酵
μνbl B(p3)〉

(D*(pD,6)ICbl B(p3))

(D*(pD,6)|の
5bl B(pB)〉

(D*(pD,6)l ημbl B(p3)〉

(D*(pD,6)|む
μγ5bl B(p3)〉

(D・ (pD,6)|ゐ
μνbl B(P3)〉

(D(ρb)|こblBOL))*,           (B15)

(-1)μ (D(pЪ )|む
μbl B(pЪ )〉

*,     (B16)

(-1)(-1)μ (-1)ν ←D(pЪ )1酵
μνbl Ёしち)〉

*, (B17)

(D*(ら ,ど )|こblB03))*,      (Bl鋤

(D*(ら ,6り |の
5bl BOЪ

)〉

*,      (B19

(-1ン (D*(ら ,6つ 1町
μbl B(pЪ

)〉

*,   (B20)

(-1ン (D*(ら ,(つ l ημγ
5bl Ё(比))*,  (B21)

(-1)(-1)μ (-1)ν ←D*(pЪ ,ど)1酵
μンblB(pЪ

)〉

*,(B22)

for time-reversal transformations. Due to these properties in the strong interactions, one

find that B -- DG) amplitudes take the following forms:

(D(pD)1碑
μbl'(p3))=

(D(pD)|あ IB(p3))=

(D(pD)|あ
μνbl B(p3))=

(D*(pD,6)l η
μbl B(P3))=

(D*(pD,6)l η
μγ
5bl B(P3))=

(D*(pD,C)1酎
5bl B(p3))=

(D*(pD,C)lαオンblB(P3))=

VttBttD Iん +(υ )(υ tt υ′)μ 十ん(o)(υ ―υ′)切 ,

7mBttD(ω +1)ん s(ω ),

_づyttBttDん T(υ )(υ
μυ′ν―υνυ

“),

づymBmD*ん 7(υ )ε
μνρσ6)υ力υσ,

VttBπD*[んス1(0)(υ +1)6*μ

~ん42(υ)(6*・ υ)υ
μ―んИ3(ω )(6*・ υ)υ

“],

一ν/m3mp*(C*・ υ)んP(ω ),

一νttB鶴〕♂″σ卜.oらいのσ

十れ00≒のいのバυ―の」,

(B23)

(B24)

(B25)

(B26)

(B27)

(B28)

(B29)

where ur' : talmB, u'F : pltlmu, ,tr : ,u.,t)t and e0123 - -1. The amplitudes corresponding

to the operator col'".ybb are given by the following identity,

σμν
γ5-  :εμναβσαβ・ (B30)
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APPENDIX C: HEAVY QUARK EFFECTIVE THEORY

Here we briefly review the heavy quark effective theory (HQET). HQET is a useful

approximation to treat the hadronic matrix element in the presence of a heavy quark.

1-. Heavy quark limit

We consider a heavy quark field Q with its mass to be mq. We define the four momentum

ofQas

f:meuq+kP, (Cl)

where u2 : I and k is a residual momentum which determines a scale of interaction of

off-shell quark Q. For heavy quarks in hadron, k is the oder of Aqco. Suppose Q is divided

into two fields Qf and Q! as follows:

の(″)=Cれ Qυ α
(Ct(Z)+0:(″ )),

where

鋭0=♂中ツαa αO=♂中ツαう
Using these representations, QCD Lagrangian of the quark field Q is written as

Lqco: QU,il-mdQ
: Q',U, . qa'" - QIU,, . D + 2mq)e! + Qt"(i,hai + Ql\,ilq|, (c4)

where Dp: 0r+igt"Gfi is the QCD gauge covariant derivative. As seen in the first term of

Eq. (C ), the field Qf describes mass-independent part of Q. From Eq. (Ca), the equation

of motion is represented as

(づ
υ・D+2π。)の:=(をψ⊥)のt, (C5)

where D|: Dt" - (D.u)uu. When we integrate out Qf using Eq. (C5), we can represent

the heavy quark field Q and QCD Lagrangian 4qco as

(C2)

(C3)

……∈絣 )iz→針名∞=Cに DⅢの出

６

　

　

　

７

Ｃ

　

　

Ｃ



In the limit mO‐ 〉(Ю,which is referred as heavy quark hmit(HQL),£ QcD turnS out to be

£RET=Ot(づυ・D)の
i。          (C8)

Therefore,the QCD Lagrangian for the heavy quark■eld O in the HQL is mass― independent

and thus has the navor and spin symmetry Sinceの (″)=〆れ。υ・ Ot(″)in the HQL,we see

the following relation,

Oγ
μO=0:γμOt=0:υμ

Ot. (C9)

Thus the efFective Lagrangian£RET generatesthesamequarkpropagator and QCD、
rertex

8 the full QCD Lagrangian at the leading order in 1/mO and αs(π。)・

2。  Classincation and representation of lnesons

As seen above,a heavy quark has a spin symmetry in the HQL.Thus a tOtal angular

momentum J of a hadron which contains a heavy quark can be divided intO two conserved

spins SO,Sι so as to J=SO+Sι ,lⅣhere So indicates a spin of heavy quark and S`represents

a spin oflight degrees of freedom. ヽヽそdeflne these quantum nulnbers as J2=J(プ _11),Sら =

SO(SO+1)and S'=Sィ (Sι +1).GrOund state mesons containing a heavy quark C are

composed of a heavy quark with s。 =1/2 and some light degrees of freedom(efFectively to

be ltht antiquark σ)with Sι =1/2.Therefore they form a multipЮt of mesons with total

angular momelltum J=1/2● 1/2=O ① l and their parity p=-1.

Mた deflne the corresponding pseudo― scalar(プ
p=0~)and Vector(Jp=1)meSOn fleld

operators as tt and考 9,reSpectiКしFor∝ampb,the ndds tt and ttC hdCate D and

D* mesons respecti、アely. The meson flelds tt and 考 9 ShOuld be represented as a single

■eld lρ becauSe they belong to the same multiplet.The simple and consistent deinition

turns out to be

呼 =lヂ
(′

:° ―γ5平 ). (C10)

The projective operator (1 * f)12 rctains only the particle component of the heavy quark

field Q. The conjugate field of Hf is expressed as

Л′=γ
°月θlγO=(弓″γμ十呼リ ツ . (Cll)

The relative phase between the first and second terms in Eq. (C10) depends on the definition

of the meson states as shown later.
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3. Hadronic matrix element in HQET : leading order

From here, we concentrate on the transition from the B meson to the D or D* mesons.

B --- DG) transition consists of the quark current c f b where | : .yp or .yp.ys in SM and the

others l: 1, 15,ots'may appear in new physics models. Since the b and c quarks have the

heavy masses rn6 and m" respectively, the corresponding fields are defined as b, and cr, in

the HQET. Similarly to Eq. (C9),

こ
「

b=ら′F bυ
, (C12)

in the HQL. In order to evaluate the hadronic matrix element (O{.) (pt)lel blB(p)}, we should

relate Eo, I b, as the meson covariant fietds Hj and Hf,. Lorenz covariance and heavy quark

spin transformation require the following representation:

島′「 硫=Tr(χ (υ)島 F瑚), (C13)

where u) : 't). u' and X(*) -- Xo(.) + X1(w)l + X2(w)l' + Xs(w)ll' is the most general

form. Using the properties such as

ψ呼 =期,呼ψ=―岬 ,ψ呼 =―聟 ,零ψ=零 ,

we can rewrite Eq.(C13)illtO the following form:

(C14)

ら′
「

bυ =(為 ―χl― X2+X3)Tr(島F瑚)≡ ―ξ(υ)Tr(驚′F瑚),  (C15)

where ξい)is Called as lsgur― Wise function p刻 .Then the hadront matr破 elements are

represented as

(D(υ
′
)|ら′彿bυ lD(υ))=ξ (υ)(し +4),

(D(ゲ )|ら′節γ
5bυ

 lB(υ))=0,

(D(υ
′
)1弓′bυ lB(υ ))=ξ (ω)(1+υ ),

(D(υ
′
)|ら′γ

5bυ
lB(υ))=0,

(D(υ
′
)1弓κレンbυ lB(υ ))=づξ(ω )(υんυν一υttυμ),

(D(υ
′
)|ら′σμνγ

5bυ
 lB(υ ))=ξ (υ )εμ′αβ υ

αυ′β
,

(C16)

(C17)

(C18)

(C19)

(C20)

(C21)
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for B --+ D transitions and

(D*(ゲ ,6)1弓′協bυ l'(υ))=ξ (υ )εμναβ(*νゲαυβ
,

(D*(υ
′
,6)|ら′しγ5bυ lB(υ))=― jξ

(υ)[(1+υ )6カ ー(6*・ υ)υん],

(D*(υ
′
,C)1弓′bυ lB(υ))=0,

(D*(υ
′
,6)1弓′%bυ lB(υ))=―ξ(υ )(6*・ υ),

(D*(υ
′
,6)1弓′σμνbυ lB(υ))=ξ (υ )εμναβ C*α (υ

′
+υ )β ,

(D*(υ
′
,6)1弓′%νγ5仇 IB(υ))=―づξ(υ)[6L(υ

′
+υ )ν -6)(υ

′
+υ )μ

l,

for B ---+ D* transitions, where e indicates a polarization vector of D* meson and we define

the normalization for hadronic state in HOET as

(H (u', k')lH (u,k)) : 2uo 6uo, (2n)3d3(k' - k). (C28)

As seen in these results, the heavy quark symmetry implies that B ---+ D and B ---+ D*

transitions induced by any currents cf b are parametrized as a common variable {(tr.'). In

addition, we see {(1) : 1 from the heavy quark flavor symmetry.

4. Radiative corrections : a"(mq) expansion

In general, a renormalization of an effective field differs from that of its original filed.

Thus we must take into account such a difference as a radiative correction in the effective

theory. This procedure is often called as matching between a full theory and an effective

theory. Here we briefly review the matching of b --+ c currents between QCD and HQET.

By means of HQET operators, the QCD currents c.y+b and c.yr.yub are represented as

酎μb=θr(μ)弓′γμbυ +cr(μ )ら′υμbυ +CI(μ)島′υ
“

bυ
, (C29)

c'y''y'b : cf (p) e,,j' jub" + c+ (p) i'",,u'15b, + c{ (p) ico,u't'f b,, (c30)

where C{'A are Wilson coefficients which include effects of radiative corrections and p ind!
cates a renormalization scale. The operators in HQET also depend on the renormalization

scale but we omit its label. The right-hand sides of these relations include all dimension

three operators with the same quantum numbers as c1p b and e.yp.ys b. These are the re-

lations at the HQL and higher dimension operators emerge at and after the NLO of Ll*e
expansion. Here we review the matching at the HQL.

(C22)

(C23)

(C24)

(C25)

(C26)

(C27)
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The HQET is constructed to reproduce correctly the low momentum behavior of the

full QCD but cannot describe the physics at a high momentum scale p ) me. Thus the

computation of the matching is perturbatively done at the scale p: rme. In actual b --- c

transition case, the matching scale is chosen to be p : Jmom.: rn, which means that the

transition to HQET is made simultaneously for both b and c quarks. 7 At lowest order in

d.(mt) expansion, the matching condition is trivially,

cY Olr): 1* o(a"(n)), cY @): o(a"(n)), c{ (fir): o(a"(n)), (c31)

cl (n): 1+ o(a"(n)), cl (frr): o(a,(n)), c{ (rt): o(a"(nr)). (c32)

The radiative correction at a low momentum scale (p < rn) is obtained by renormalization

group equations. When we consider such a correction, the relation between the heavy quark

field and the covariant representation of meson field in Eq. (C15) has to be redefined as

り「
bυ ≡―ξ(り,DTr(ζ′F瑚), (C33)

since the operators in the HQET depend on a renormalization scale p as stated above. Thus

the matrix elements for the physical transitions B ---, D@) are represented as

(D(u')l-c1,blB(u)) : l"y ,r, -' *r gy (tD + c{ (t'Dl ((w, 1,t)(u, * u',)

+宅二(イ仙)一げ仙)χり,』ωμ―υD,
(D*(が ,()l ημblB(υ ))=θr(μ )ξ (υ ,μ )εμναβ 6*νυ

′αυβ
,

(D*(υ
′
,6) ぃヽγ

5blB(υ
))=―づθF(μ )ξ (り ,μ)(1+υ )CL― づC′ (μ)ξい,μ)(C*・ υ)し

十づ(θF(μ )― CF(μ ))ξ (り ,μ)(ご・υ)υι.

(C34)

(C35)

(C36)

Since the physical transitions do not depend on a scale F, we can redefine the product

c{'ojD€@,p) so as to

cr4(μ )ξ (り ,μ)≡ OIAξ (ω ), (C37)

where arス and ξ(ω)indicate μ independent renOrm」 乾ed Wibon coemcient and lsgur― Wおe

function respectively According to Ref.卜」,the coemciellts OIA determined by renOrmal―

7 We can consider two different transition scales for b and c quarks in general. For example, see Ref.[64].
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ization group scaling from m take the following forms:

eY/o : et.l(r .@\@0,*?Pg(z,w)

.+lrr.r*'5{rr.t*,"r,,1)l ), (c3s)

0{/o : ag1 (+2:@) 4o""(m.) / \ 2a"(m) ' '\' ' \ Jtr 
L - :-'- "' 

'(t) - ffar(''t) )' (c39)

O{ro : +e@)2#h2(z,tu), (c4o)

where the above functions are defined in Ref.[11]. The factor,4(tr.') stands for the leading

logarithmic scaling effect.

5. Nonperturbative corrections : If mg expansion

00=「れ゙C(1+づ」争七十0幌))aO・
For b→ c transitbn,the modined currents up to 1/mO term are given by

/ rfr.. r/) \crb:a, (. -fr;",rr +n-ffi)u,. (c42)

Similarly to Eq. (C13), the above HQET operator is related to meson covariant fields as

c,,ibprb, - Tr (allru;'tMr@,u')), (c43)

e,,t'iDrb, : -16,tbrl"o,)t: -Tr (Aflrn;'tMr@',u)). Q44)

The most general form of M*(r,o') is expressed as

In turn, we consider the hadronic matrix element including Ll*e correction. Expanding

Eq. (C6) by Lf mq, we obtain

(C41)

Mr(r,u') : r\a(u I u') p + rl-@ - u') p - Ts'Yp. (C45)

Thus, B '- DG) transitions, which come from the flavor changing b --+ ccurrent at the order

of If mq, are parametrized as the functions q+3(w). The Llmq corrections to the vector
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form factors deined in Eqs.(B23),(B26)and(B27)are represented as,

δん隼=CW+⇒η++し―⇒η_+0(尭 +尭
),

δん1=Cυ +⇒ 0++η⇒+η (尭
―尭),

δん多=一η_(ギ
与
+島

)一
η3(島

),

δん11=η+(尭 +ギ与)+デ≒(ギ与十年≠),

δ42=。++η_)(尭
),

δん13=η+(尭
)一

177+ηめ
(轟 )。

(C46)

(C47)

(C48)

(C49)

(C50)

(C51)

There are another sources of Ilmq corrections, which come from the higher dimensional

operators in the HQET Lagrangian:

r[,?",. : -Q,#e, - n},"4!e,, (cb2)zrne 4rne

which are given by expanding Eq. (C7). The first and second terms indicate the higher

dimensional kinetic and chromomagnetic energy contributions respectively. These terms

contribute to D→ D(*)transitions in the following form:

pOI夕 ″T(―弓′
尭

%′
卜「

仇
‖)3-競 ω

OIЪ

(rr.r;,rt^*, (-r,,ru,l,r,#u,1,)ra : -h(o{.r; r,@grry r[r)lq, (cb4)

r / ou,GP'l--,'\- 1 " / tt{fnlu\fBl 
,(rt-t1 

lda 
rr 

\-rr nrd:r,,1*r,,rb,lr)lBl : ;(lt.t; rr! r"E:? ou" :-U- -, 
(uu)

(at.r1 ,lo^*r(-^,ru,1,6,n#u,1,)t"l : 
*(or.r; r,(L,n1yr t/ o,,sr,)tal ,

(c56)

where the general forms of X!) are defined as

Xt, : 2xz(up'y, - ur'yp) l i. ysopu, (C57)

XL, : zx2(utp'y, - u'"1) a'i4yso,",, (C5s)

and yi are the functions of to. Thus, B -- D(*) transitions, which come from the HQET

Lagrangian at the order of Ll*e, are parametrized as the functions Xr,z,z(w). The Ilmq



corrections to the vector form factors are represented as,

δん年=χ l

δんこ=0,

δんじ=χ l

δん弘1=χ l

(ギ[+ギI)-2(υ
-1及2~3χ→

(プ与十ギ与),

-2((ω -1)χ2~3χ 3)

-2((υ -1)χ2~3χ 3)

(C59)

(C60)

(C61)

,    (C62)

(C67)

(C68)

(C69)

０
０

０
０

蹴
　
２χ３

一　　　　　　　　　一

船

船

幌

幌

6h\,: 
^, 

(*), (c63)

ah1;s: ,, ( :. :) - 2(x,+ xs) (j_) - 2 ((* - r)x,- Bxs) (+) . (c64)
\rn" mu/ '"-'\m./ '"-'\ma/

White theLfmq corrections to the B --- DG) form factors are parametrized as six unde-

termined functions in general as seen above, several functions relate to each other and one

can reduce six functions to three independent functions. By use of the equation of motion,

(i'u' ' D)c",: 0, the undetermined functions 4+,e relate to each other:

η+(υ )(υ +1)+η_(υ )(υ -1)+■ (υ)=0・ (C65)

The Llmq expansion is also applied to a expression of a meson mass by means of a heavy

quark mass in the HQET. The meson mass M, containing heavy quark with its mass rng,

is represented as

ν =πo tt A tt O(1/m。 ), (C66)

where A indicates the contribution at the order of (11*do term in Il*q expansion, and

thus A does not depend on heavy quark mass and flavor. In terms of I and the Isgur-Wise

function {(u), the function T-@) can be represented as

70-:■ 0・

This equation is derived fron■ the fo110wing relation:

i7r(e,,lbo) : /t(ut,- u'r)e,,Ib,,
L: eu"iD plbu + ao,l'iDpbr.

The corrections dh[,6hV,6h\, and 5h\" have the same contributions in the 11 term, which

come from higher dimensional kinetic energy term, while h\: h?r: h\r: h\,r: {(tl) in
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the HQL. Thus, we can effectively vanish 11 contribution by redefining Isgur-Wise function

as

€-r xt ( L *a) - c. (czo)
\mc rnU /

As a consequence, the relevant Llmq corrections to the B ---, DG) form factors are rewritten

and summarized as,

δん+=-2((υ -1及2~3χ3)(尭 +島
),

δん~=T(:ξ ~η3) (プ
与
~ギ

与;) ,

δんy= (:ξ -2χ3)(ギ≒)― (η3+2(υ―|
δんス1= (霜

:ξ
-2χ3) (尭

)

７‐

　

　

７２

　

　

７３

Ｃ

　

　

Ｃ

　

　

Ｃ

+(Iト
テ|(:Aξ

――η3)~~2(敏ノー1)χ2~卜 6χ3)

δん■2=~υ +1(Aξ
+773~~2(υ +1)χ2)(轟

),

δんス3= (詰
    ((υ

-1):ξ ―η3)~2(χ2+χ 3))

+ (:ξ ~η3~2(υ -1)χ2+6χ3) (轟
),

ヽ

、

′

ノ

ー
一喝

／

１

１

＼

χ
６

一χ

ヽ

１

′

ノ

ー
一％

／

ｆ

ｌ

＼

(島),
(C74)

(C75)

(C76)

(C77)

(C78)

(C79)

by using the sub-leading Isgur-Wise functions, 12,3,43 and A. According to QCD sum rules,

one predict A. : 0.50 + 0.07GeV [65] and the approximate expressions for these functions

are obtained, using QCD sum rules [66], as

η3/ξ 笙0・ 62A,

χ2/ξ 笙~0・ 06A,

χ3/ξ 蟹0・ 04(υ -1)A.
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6. Summary

To summarize, the final expressions for the form factors including a" and L I *e corrections

are represented as

ん+/ξ =Oγ一≒井(。グ+οy)+D+(ィ
[+島),

ん_/ξ =≒昇(Oγ 一ογ)十 D_(;与 ―奇),

んy/ξ =CY tt Dレ
(轟)+D子 (奇),

んA1/ξ =針十Dll(ギ
[)+Ёll(ギ等),

ん42/ξ =″ +Dス2(鳥
)'

んス3/ξ =針 ~針 +D13(ギ
[)+Dλ3(ギI)'

where∂γ/A are shmn in Eqs.(C38卜(C40)and Dづ are approximately represented as D+α

O.36(υ -1),D_笙 ―o.o8い -1),Dレ 蟹0・ 5-0.08(υ -1),D争 蟹-0・ 12+0.36(υ -1),Dll蟹

0.17(υ-1),Dll壁 0.60(υ-1),DA2蟹 ~0・93+0.41(υ -1),D13α ~0・ 19+0.33(2tl-1),Dλ 3笙

-0.12+0.36(υ -1).

(C80)

(C81)

(C82)

(C83)

(C84)

(C85)
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APPENDIX D:HADRONIC AMPLITUDES

l.  Expressions

Using the deflnitions as shown in appendix B,the hadronic alnplitudes given in Eqs.(36)

and(37)are represented as

〃ち,土
=〃;う ,士

=0,

、ヽρ= 、ヽρ=mBν7(,「
;言;l11+rlん

+(υ )― (1-rlん _(υ ll,

∬じlβ =〃;ぅβ=鶴B√yπtt Kl~→
ω+⇒ん+ω)― (1+→ω―⇒ん_ω月,lDo

″義,土
=~″t,平

: mB\,6ll. * 7)ha,(w) + t/.'1nn@)] ,

4p : -HX,p
: mB^frlLf-tu - r)hn,(w)+ (, - r)(rha,(.) + he"(.))], (D5)v'uq4r\t \*

HXr," : -H1,","

: *urft!-P-[-(. + t)ha,(w)+ (1 - rw)ha"(w)+ (tu - r)ha"Qa)1, (Do)
v q'\w )

and others : 0. In the heavy quark limit, we obtain h*(*) : hAr,r(r) : hv(.): {(tr) and

h-(*) : h^"(w) :0.
For the scalar and pseudo-scalar operators, the hadronic amplitudes in Eqs. (38) and (39)

are represented as

(Dl)

(D2)

(D4)

(D7)

(D8)

(D9)

一一　
　
一一　
　
〓

鴫
錢

４

イ32=πBν r(ttl+1)んs(ω),

I丸 =0,

~=32=~鶴B√VЪ2_1ん
P(2tl)・
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For the tensor operator,the hadronic amplitudes in Eq。 (40)are represented as

″阜_(92)==」s(92)=_mBャ″yw2_1んT(atl),              (D10)

H楓(92)=土Лttx92)

=土πBν ri生
=警ラ曇需

g彊≡I

×卜■0+亀0+ω tt Vω
2_⇒眈0_L01,p⇒

4_的 =4僣り

=~ηBヤ″ [(υ +1)ん
・

(2tl)+(υ -1)んT2(υ)+2(υ
2_1)ん

T3(ω)]'(D12)

and the rest is obtained by=ぐギ(92)=_″,I(92)and Others=0.

2.  Redeflnitions Of vector types fbrn■ factors

ure obtain the expressions for the vector types form factors using the HQET in ap―

pendix C.The relnaining unknown function is the leading lsgur― Vヽise function ξ(ω )・
In

order to evaluate this function by using dispersion relations,it is convenient to redeflne the

form factors as follow 13到 :

碑0-=た0,

鞣0-出霜た0,
ん・1(υ ),

んy(ω )

んス1(υ)'

R2(υ)=塑
3(υ)+rん42(υ )

ん
・ 1(υ)   '

R3(υ)=L坐 (υ )一 rん・ 2(υ )

ん41(υ)   
・

AccOrding to Rei1341,yl(ω )and■ 1(υ)are parametrized as in Eqs.(65)and

tively For Sl(υ )and R。 (υ),祀 estimate pη

yl(υ)=

Sl(ω)=

Al(ω )=

Rl(υ)=

(D13)

(D14)

(D15)

(D16)

(D17)

(D18)

(66)respeC―

Sl(υ)/yl(υ )=0・ 981+0.041(υ -1)-0.015(υ -1)2,

Rl(υ )=1.40-0.12(υ -1)+0.05(υ -1)2,

R2(υ )=0・ 85+0.11(υ -1)-0.06(υ -1)2,

■3(υ)=1・ 22-0.052(υ -1)+0.026(υ -1)2,

(D19)

(D20)

(D21)

(D22)



by using the modified form factors including HQET corrections as shown in the previous

appendix.

3.  EvaluatiOns ibr scalar and tensOr types ibrnl factors

ln order tO evaluate the amphtudes in the case of scalar Or tensOr type interaction,、 ve

have tO、 raluate the fornl factors deflned abo■e. For nぷ ve estilnation,it is useful to take intO

account the equations of lnotion in the quark currents,that result in

づQ(ημb)=(77Lb― mc)こb,                (D23)
づの(碑

μγ
5b)=_(η

ι+mc)の5b,               (D24)

の(酵
μνb)=― (鶴b+鶴c)の

ν
b―

(づ
∂νこ)b+こ (づ

∂νb),     (D25)

which lead tO the fO110wing relations among fornl factOrs:

賭0=鞣0-喜紆たo+ο能)

=猟0+0能
),

し0=∴ Kυ +幌 ズ0+い 一喝 XO― ω ―れ I列 +0帆
)

=4::'レ +1-上号ヂ重島0+禦島qtt。
(鳥),

嫌0-喜た0+ο暁),

為 陣→貿υれ O ll・ゲ171」
ll刺

は二
;夕:労言

三堕レスlm)_んyω月+0(鳥
),

―  レい 物 ズ0-負00Lズo― 転ズの

_け→2んyい月+ο
(鳥).

んT(υ)=

んTl(υ)=

ん■(υ)=

んT3(υ)=

+0(鳥
)(D291

(D26)

(D27)

(D28)

(D30)

(D31)

where we have used rns11a): tnu1,) +[+ O(lt2lm6p,). fne absence of llmq corrections

in Eq. (D26) is confirmed by the hear,y quark expansion without resort to the equations

of motion. Thus we employ hs(w): Sr(u): [1 +A(r)] V(.), where A(u) involves the

llme corrections. On the other hand, there exist unknown If mq corrections in Eq. (D27).



We ignore them, but use the axial vector form factors ,41(u) and R2,s(u) including |l*e
corrections as described in Sec. II. Similarly to the case of the scalar type form factors, we

ignore the unknownLlmq corrections in the tensor type form factors, and employ the vector

and axial vector form factors with the 7f mq corrections.
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